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ABSTRACT

Mixed-phase clouds represent a three-phase colloidal system consisting of water vapor, ice particles, and coex-

isting supercooled liquid droplets. Mixed-phase clouds are ubiquitous in the troposphere, occurring at all latitudes

from the polar regions to the tropics. Because of their widespread nature, mixed-phase processes play critical roles

in the life cycle of clouds, precipitation formation, cloud electrification, and the radiative energy balance on both

regional and global scales. Yet, in spite ofmany decades of observations and theoretical studies, our knowledge and

understanding of mixed-phase cloud processes remains incomplete.Mixed-phase clouds are notoriously difficult to

represent in numerical weather prediction and climatemodels, and their description in theoretical cloudphysics still

presents complicated challenges. In this chapter, the current status of our knowledge on mixed-phase clouds,

obtained from theoretical studies and observations, is reviewed. Recent progress, along with a discussion of

problems and gaps in understanding the mixed-phase environment is summarized. Specific steps to improve our

knowledge of mixed-phase clouds and their role in the climate and weather system are proposed.

1. Introduction

a. Brief history of studies of mixed-phase clouds

The first documented laboratory observation of

supercooled liquid water dates back to Gabriel Daniel

Fahrenheit in 1724 (Fahrenheit 1724). Half a century

later, in 1783, Horase Benedict de Saussure discovered
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that small water droplets could remain in the liquid state

at temperatures below 08C. In a famous balloon flight in

1850, another French researcher, Jean-Augustin Barral,

confirmed the existence of supercooled cloud droplets at

temperatures as low as 2108C (Strangeways 2006). By

the early twentieth century,Wegener (1911) pointed out

that, where ice crystals and supercooled liquid droplets

coexist, crystals grow at the expense of the droplets

because the equilibrium water vapor pressure is lower

over ice crystals than over liquid droplets. Subsequently,

Bergeron used Wegener’s ideas as a basis of his ‘‘ice

crystal precipitation theory,’’ originally described in his

doctoral thesis (Bergeron 1928), which recognizes that

the number concentration of ice particles in mixed-

phase clouds must be much smaller than that of cloud

droplets. Only then can ice particles grow to sizes suffi-

cient to release precipitation (Bergeron 1935). Findeisen

(1938) then contributed to the ‘‘ice crystal precipitation

theory’’ with the experimental confirmation of enhanced

growth of ice in the mixed phase, theoretical calculations,

and in situ observations. The ‘‘ice crystal precipitation’’

theory is usually referred to as the Wegener–Bergeron–

Findeisen (WBF; or the Bergeron–Findeisen) process

and is one of the cornerstones of cloud physics. Early

airborne in situ observations utilizing primitive replicator

and impactor techniques showed thatmixed-phase clouds

are ubiquitous and that ice particles and liquid droplets

can coexist at cloud temperatures as low as 2408C
(Peppler 1940; Findeisen 1942; Weickmann 1945; Byers

and Braham 1949; Zak 1949; Borovikov et al. 1963).

Significant progress in the measurement and develop-

ment of the theory ofmixed-phase environments has been

achieved over the past 20yr. Despite this progress, there

are many gaps that still remain in the experimental and

theoretical description of mixed-phase clouds and their

effect onweather, the hydrological cycle, and regional and

global climate. In the following sections, the main ac-

complishments of studies of mixed-phase clouds are

summarized along with the formulation of questions and

problems that still remain to be solved in future studies.

b. Significance of mixed-phase for clouds and climate

Airborne in situ (e.g., Korolev et al. 2003; Korolev

2008; McFarquhar and Cober 2004), ground (e.g., Shupe

et al. 2001; Hogan et al. 2003b; Dong and Mace 2003),

and aircraft-based remote sensing (e.g., Baum et al.

2000;Wang et al. 2012; Plummer et al. 2014) and satellite

studies (e.g., Mioche et al. 2015; Tan et al. 2014) have

shown that clouds with both liquid water and ice can

occur in a wide variety of locations from the tropics to

the poles, are associated with multiple cloud types and

meteorological conditions, and can occur throughout

the year in all seasons. Global quantitative estimates of

the prevalence of mixed-phase clouds are difficult be-

cause of the limited data from airborne probes, the small

geographic coverage of ground-based remote sensing

sites, and the uncertainty in phase detection from sat-

ellite remote sensors, especially over high latitudes.

Nevertheless, depolarization measurements from the

spaceborne CALIOP (acronyms are defined in Table 5-1)

lidar have shown that supercooled water is frequently

observed near storm tracks in high-latitude regions and

also over continental areas (e.g., Hu et al. 2010).

Studies in the Arctic and over the Southern Ocean

have especially highlighted the importance of mixed-

phase clouds. Given the prevalence of mixed-phase

clouds over the Arctic (Shupe et al. 2001, 2005; Intrieri

et al. 2002), they exert a major influence on both the

surface and the top-of-atmosphere radiative budget

there (e.g., Dong and Mace 2003; Zuidema et al. 2005).

Supercooled water and mixed-phase clouds are also

common over the Southern Ocean (e.g., Hu et al. 2010;

Kanitz et al. 2011; A. E. Morrison et al. 2011; Huang

et al. 2012). It has been hypothesized that the inability of

models to represent the frequent occurrence of super-

cooled water and the mixed phase is one of the main

reasons why climate models (Bodas-Salcedo et al. 2016)

and reanalysis products (Naud et al. 2014) reveal large

errors in the annual mean downwelling solar (short-

wave) absorbed radiation at the surface in this region.

Even if models exhibit the correct total condensed water

content, the same amount of condensed water in the ice

phase rather than in the liquid phase has a lower albedo.

The reason for that is that ice particles would be fewer

and larger than the corresponding liquid droplets, and

thus the optical thickness of the glaciated cloud is less.

Therefore, it is important to know what controls the

phase of clouds not only because the radiative properties

of water and ice are different (e.g., Sun and Shine 1994)

but also because the development of precipitation (e.g.,

Field and Heymsfield 2015; Mülmenstädt et al. 2015),
and hence the lifetime of the clouds, is controlled by the

ice phase. In addition, Tsushima et al. (2006) found the

amount of cloud ice in the mixed-phase layer determined

how much the cloud water distribution changed for ex-

periments with doubled carbon dioxide.

Despite their importance for Earth’s climate, large

uncertainties remain in the representation ofmixed-phase

clouds in global climate models (e.g., McCoy et al. 2016).

This is problematic because, among others, Gregory and

Morris (1996) and Li and Le Treut (1992) showed that

modeled fields of important cloud properties such as

cloud cover, cloud water content, cloud albedo, outgoing

terrestrial (longwave) radiation, and the sensitivity pa-

rameter of Cess and Potter (1988) depend significantly on

the temperature range where liquid water and ice are
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assumed to coexist. Even when separate variables are

used to predict the ice and liquid contents (Komurcu et al.

2014; Cesana et al. 2015), all climate models from phase 5

of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5)

examined by McCoy et al. (2015) effectively partitioned

the liquid water ratio only as a function of temperature.

However, the temperature at which ice and liquid are

equally mixed, and the glaciation temperature, varied by

as much as 408C. Large impacts of the mixed phase on

cloud albedo (McCoy et al. 2014) were also found.

TABLE 5-1. Abbreviations.

2D-S 2D stereo probe

AIDA Aerosol Interaction and Dynamics in the Atmosphere

AIRS Atmospheric Infrared Sounder

BCPD Backscatter Cloud Probe with Polarization Detection

BWER Bounded weak echo region

CALIOP Cloud–Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization

CALIPSO Cloud–Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations

CAPE Convective available potential energy

CAS Cloud and Aerosol Spectrometer

CAS-DPOL Cloud and Aerosol Spectrometer with Detection Polarization

CCN Cloud condensation nuclei

CDP Cloud Droplet Probe

CERN Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire (European Organization for Nuclear Research)

CLOUD Cosmics Leaving Outdoor Droplets

CMIP Coupled Model Intercomparison Project

CPI Cloud particle imager

CPL Cloud physics lidar

CPSPD Cloud Particle Spectrometer with Polarization Detection

ECMWF European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts

FCDP Fast Cloud Droplet Probe

FSSP Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe

HALO High Altitude and Long Range Research Aircraft

HALOHOLO HALO Holographic probe

HOLODEC Holographic Detector for Clouds probe

HSI High Speed Imager

INP Ice nucleating particles

IR Infrared

IWC Ice water content

IWP Ice water path

LWP Liquid water path

MMCR Millimeter wavelength cloud radar

MODIS Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer

MPL Micropulse lidar

MWR Microwave radiometer

NIR Near-infrared

NSA North Slope of Alaska

OAP Optical array probe

PDI Phase Doppler interferometer

PDL Polarization diversity lidar

PDPA Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer

PHIPS-HALO Particle Habit Imaging and Polar Scattering probe for the HALO aircraft

PMS Particle Measuring Systems

POLDER Polarization and Directionality of the Earth’s Reflectances

PPD-2K Particle Phase Discriminator, mark 2

RICE Rosemount Icing Detector

SEA Science Engineering Associates

SHEBA Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic Ocean

SID Small Ice Detector

TWC Total water content

VHF Very high frequency

VIPS Video ice particle sampler

WBF Wegener–Bergeron–Findeisen

WCL Wyoming Cloud Lidar

WCR Wyoming Cloud Radar
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Understanding mixed-phase cloud processes is also

important for quantifying aerosol indirect effects. Al-

though it is recognized that changes in aerosol number

concentration can change liquid cloud droplet concen-

trations and cloud radiative effects through different in-

direct effects (Twomey 1974; Albrecht 1989; Hansen

et al. 1997) and dynamical responses (Pincus and Baker

1994; Boers andMitchell 1994), the response of ice-phase

and mixed-phase clouds to such changes are not as well

known. Three indirect effects that act in mixed-phase

clouds have been proposed: (i) the glaciation indirect

effect, where increases in ice crystal concentrations are

associated with increases in the number of ice nucleating

particles (Lohmann 2002); (ii) the riming indirect effect,

where decreased droplet sizes are associated with in-

creases in cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), which con-

sequently decrease the ice water content (IWC) by

inhibiting riming growth (Borys et al. 2003); and (iii) a

cold second indirect effect, where increases in CCN in-

crease the droplet number concentration, decrease liquid

drop sizes, and inhibit ice crystal formation through less

efficient secondary ice crystal production (Rangno and

Hobbs 2001). Lance et al. (2010) and Jackson et al. (2012)

have examined the importance of these effects in Arctic

mixed-phase clouds but have not categorically determined

the relative importance of each effect because of the need

to acquire data in a large variety of surface, meteorolog-

ical, and cloud conditions.

In addition to impacts on climate, the hydrological cycle

and radiative energy balance, and the hydrological cycle,

mixed-phase clouds are important for the understanding of

cloud electrification and how cloud seeding might act to

increase or inhibit precipitation. However, much is still un-

known about the role of mixed-phase clouds in these pro-

cesses. For example, it is recognized that the presence of

supercooled water plays an important role in the charge

separation in a cloud (section 5), but the exact mechanism

bywhich charges are transferred betweendifferent sizes and

phases of particles is still under debate. Further, although it

is known that artificially seeded clouds can promote the

development of the ice-phase through the supply of ice

nucleating particles (e.g., Tessendorf et al. 2012, 2015), it is

not clear how the evolution of the systemor the amount and

distribution of precipitation is affected by this seeding, or by

the time and place at which the seeding agent is added.

2. Definition of mixed-phase clouds

The measurement of the microphysical properties of

mixed-phase clouds continues to be a challenging task.

During the last two decades, a variety of instruments

have been developed for characterizing mixed-phase

clouds. These instruments can be sorted into three

main categories: 1) in situ, 2) active remote sensing, and

3) passive remote sensing. Each class of instrument has

fundamentally different scales for spatial averaging,

utilizes different metrics to describe cloud microstructure,

and applies different definitions of cloud phase compo-

sition. Unfortunately, there is no consensus regarding

what defines ‘‘liquid,’’ ‘‘mixed phase,’’ and ‘‘ice’’ condi-

tions. For instance, should a cloud be defined as mixed

phase if it has one ice particle per 10 or per 1012 liquid

droplets? Should a cloud be considered glaciated if it

contains one liquid droplet per 1012 ice particles, or is it

still mixed phase?

The absence of a common definition of themixed phase

complicates intercomparisons of cloud phase measure-

ments performed by in situ and remote sensing tech-

niques. The results of cloud phase measurements are used

in cloud and climate modeling studies for evaluation of

simulations. Such comparisons require the model defini-

tion of mixed-phase clouds to also be consistent with the

in situ or remote sensing definitions. The strong need for

further improvement of cloud and climate models moti-

vates the development of a well-defined commonly ac-

cepted definition of the mixed phase, which should be

consistent with the remote sensing and in situ studies. In

this section, the definitions of mixed phase used by in situ

and remote sensing techniques are outlined.

a. In situ definition

In measurements of cloud microstructure, different

investigators have used various definitions of the mixed

phase. In many ways, these definitions depend on the

type, resolution, and accuracy of the instruments or

techniques being utilized to measure the cloud particles.

Early in situ observations of the phase composition of

cloudswere based on a visual assessment of images of cloud

particles collected by a replicator. A sampled cloud was

categorized as mixed phase if the replicator’s sample con-

tained images of both ice crystals and liquid cloud droplets

(e.g., Peppler 1940;Weickmann 1945; Zak 1949; Borovikov

et al. 1963; Mossop et al. 1970). Subsequently, if the sample

contained only ice crystals or only liquid droplets, then the

cloud was considered either ice or liquid, respectively. Ba-

sically, the replicator identification of the phase composi-

tion was based on an assessment of some minimum

concentration of ice and liquidwater particles present in the

replicator’s sampled volume. The accuracy of such cloud

phase identification was low, and, furthermore, it was bi-

ased because of the different collection efficiencies of ice

particles and liquid droplets, low sampling statistics, a

sparsity of data points, and other issues.

The development of airborne optical and hot-wire

probes resulted in a more complex set of rules for

phase identification. For example, Hobbs and Radke
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(1975) used a combination of an ice crystal counter, a

replicator, and a hot-wire Johnson–Williams probe to

determine the phase composition of clouds. Moss and

Johnson (1994) applied an ice-to-water mass ratio de-

duced from image recognition of particle images mea-

sured by the PMS Optical Array Probes OAP-2DC and

OAP-2DP (Brenguier et al. 2013) to characterize the

cloud phase. Cober et al. (2001b) used a complex set of

rules based on measurements from a Forward Scattering

Spectrometer Probe (FSSP), OAP-2DC, Nevzorov probe,

and Rosemount (Brenguier et al. 2013) Icing Cylinder to

determine phase composition. McFarquhar et al. (2013)

used measures of particle morphology derived from parti-

cles with dimensions smaller than 100mm imaged by a

cloud particle imager (CPI) to define the cloud phase.

A generic way of describing the mixed phase was

proposed byKorolev et al. (1998), who defined an ice (or

liquid) phase fraction coefficient as

m
ice

5
a
ice

a
ice

1a
liq

, (5-1)

where aice and aliq are based on the specific cloud mi-

crophysical metric characterizing ice and liquid com-

ponents of the cloud, respectively, such asNi andNw, the

number concentration of ice particles and liquid drop-

lets; bice and bliq, the extinction coefficient associated

with ice and liquid phase; and IWC and liquid water

content (LWC). The advantage of the use of the phase

fraction coefficient mice is that it varies in a limited range

0# mice# 1, where mice5 0 corresponds to liquid phase,

and mice 5 1 corresponds to ice phase. Some studies

choose to use the liquid-phase fraction coefficient mliq,

which is related to the ice fraction as mliq 5 12 mice. The

decision of which metric to use for aice and aliq depends

on the utilized instrumentation and application. Thus, for

analysis of the radiative transfer in mixed-phase clouds it

would be most appropriate to use ametrics based on bice

and bliq. In recent studies, most in situ characterization of

mixed-phase clouds has been based on measurements of

IWC and LWC (i.e., aice 5 IWC and aliq 5 LWC).

An important aspect in the definition of the mixed

phase is related to what values of m
(l)
ice and m

(i)
ice should be

assigned for the separation of liquid [0 # mice # m
(l)
ice],

ice [m
(i)
ice # mice # 1]), and mixed-phase [ m

(l)
ice, mice # mice

(i)]

conditions. Currently, there is no physical basis for a

particular choice of m
(l)
ice and m

(i)
ice. In many studies ,the

choice of m
(l)
ice and m

(i)
ice is dictated by the type and ac-

curacy of the airborne instrumentation, such as

m
(l)
ice 5 0.1 and m

(i)
ice 5 0.9 (Korolev et al. 2003; Field et al.

2004; and others).

Another important aspect in thedefinitionof cloudphase

is related to the spatial (or volumetric) averaging scale Dx.

If Dx/ 0, the state of the mixed-phase colloidal system

will be either liquid or ice. However, for Dx / ‘, all
clouds within the temperature range 2408C , T , 08C
will be mixed phase. In between these two extremes of

Dx, ice particles and liquid droplets may form a ho-

mogeneous mixture of ice and liquid (Fig. 5-1a) or an

inhomogeneous mixture when ice particles and liquid

droplets are clustered in single-phase liquid or ice cloud

regions (Fig. 5-1b). The first type of mixed-phase

clouds will be referred to as ‘‘genuine’’ mixed-phase

and the second type as ‘‘conditional’’ mixed phase. In

the conditionally mixed-phase clouds, the interaction

between ice crystals and liquid droplets is hindered

because of their spatial separation. As a result, the

thermodynamic and radiative properties of genuine

and conditional mixed-phase clouds might be different.

Therefore, it is important to properly adjust Dx, m(l)
ice,

and m
(i)
ice in order to segregate during observations

genuine and conditionally mixed-phase clouds.

At the present stage, the choice ofDx is selected based
on instrumental characteristics and requirements of

statistically significant sampling. Most airborne in situ

measurements are integrated at scales of Dx ’ 100m

(i.e., Dt 5 1 s at airspeed 100ms21).

It is important to note that the definition of a mixed-

phase cloud is part of a more general definition of a

cloud regardless of its thermodynamic phase. As in the

case of the definition of the mixed phase, there is no

commonly accepted definition of a cloud. For example,

McFarquhar et al. (2007) showed that the fraction of

mixed-phase cloud observations varied depending on

whether a threshold TWC of 0.001 or 0.005 gm23 was

used to define clouds. Presently the cloud definition

depends on the equipment used to identify and study

cloud. As equipment sensitivity varies, so does each

research teams’ ability to detect the presence of a

cloud. In other words, the community is currently re-

lying on instrument-subjective definitions of clouds and

FIG. 5-1. Conceptual diagrams of the phase inhomogeneity in

mixed clouds: (a) droplets and ice particles are mixed homoge-

neously (genuinely mixed-phase clouds); (b) droplets and ice

particles are inhomogeneously mixed, and they are forming

single-phase clusters (conditionally mixed-phase clouds).
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their thermodynamic phase, rather than on physically

based concepts.

b. Remote sensing definition based on radar, lidar,
and radiometer measurements

Cloud phase identification is a necessary step to re-

motely sense cloud microphysical properties because

liquid droplets and ice crystals have different scattering,

absorption, and emission properties. Compared with

in situ measurements, which usually have very small

sampling volumes and with averaging along flight paths,

remote sensors have much larger sampling volumes in-

volving both vertical and horizontal averaging. How-

ever, sampling volumes of remote sensors vary strongly

with instrument type (active versus passive, visible

compared to IR and microwave) and also evolve with

time as sensor technology advances. Therefore, remote

sensing–based cloud phase definition is more dependent

on instrumentation than is in situ measured phase.

Passive sensormeasurements offer mainly cloud-layer

phase discrimination along the sensors view field (e.g.,

vertical column) or more weighted on the cloud top,

rather than vertically resolved discrimination of cloud-

layer phase, which can be provided by active sensor

measurements. Passive satellite-based sensors measure

column-integrated radiance over a wide-range swath to

categorize a cloudy pixel by thermodynamic phase

based on its radiative signatures and are usually domi-

nated by the cloud-top characteristics. Therefore, geo-

metrically thick and multilayer clouds present a

challenging situation for passive retrievals.

Active sensors (i.e., lidars and cloud radars) provide

vertically resolved cloud signals (from a few meters to a

few hundred meters), which offer height-dependent

cloud phase discrimination. However, lidars are limited

by their penetration depth and, thus, provide vertical

profile measurements for optically thin clouds. Active

remote sensors can be deployed on ground-based fixed

sites, aircraft, or satellites (CloudSat and CALIPSO).

The definition of cloud thermodynamic phase from

remote sensor measurements, especially for passive sen-

sors, is a radiative-equivalent cloud phase (based on bice

and bliq or tice and tliq, where t is the cloud-layer optical

depth). As indicated by in situ measurements, mixed-

phase regions are dominated either by liquid phase or ice

phase; therefore, identifying mixed-phase clouds from

radiative measurements has been a challenging task.

The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer

(MODIS), a passive sensor that observes clouds and

aerosol particles from space, categorizes a cloudy pixel as

only liquid, ice or undetermined phase (Platnick et al.

2017). With additional measurements of polarization

properties of the cloud-reflected solar radiance, such as

those provided from the Polarization and Directionality

of the Earth’s Reflectances (POLDER) instrument

(Buriez et al. 1997), improved information for each

cloudy pixel can be assigned (e.g., mixed-phase clouds can

be identified for each cloudy pixel). Although the radia-

tive signals of different phases of clouds are linked with

tice and tliq, the phase determinations for passive sensors

are not based on the phase fraction coefficient [Eq. (5-1)]

using tice and tliq. By taking advantage of the different

sensitivities of lidar and cloud radar to liquid droplets and

ice crystals, combined lidar–radar and passive microwave

measurements offer reliable identification of mixed-

phase clouds, as discussed in detail in section 4b.

Although there are challenges in providing micro-

physically consistent definitions ofmixed-phase clouds for

in situ and remote sensing techniques, remote sensing

measurements from space are critical in providing the

global distribution of mixed-phase clouds. Understanding

the limitations of the remotely sensed cloud phase is a

necessary step to more efficient use of these global mea-

surements. One of the caveats of the remote sensing

techniques is that they may artificially enhance the oc-

currence of mixed-phase clouds because of mixing view-

ing spatially separated pure ice and pure liquid cloud

regions in their large sampling volumes. As illustrated in

Fig. 5-1b, such clouds will be identified as conditionally

mixed-phase clouds. However, the airborne and ground-

based lidar and radar measurements have the potential to

identify genuine and conditional mixed-phase clouds at a

spatial scale of 10m or smaller. In the future, the synergy

of in situ measurements with different platform remote

sensing will lead to an advanced understanding of mixed-

phase clouds across the globe, even though applying the

samedefinition ofmixed-phase cloudmay not be possible.

c. Physically based definition of cloud phase

In this section, the basic principles of a physically based

definition of cloud phase are discussed. The first approach

is based on a comparison between the characteristic

lifetime of a cloud tcl and characteristic time of changes of

the phase fraction tpf inside a cloud parcel. Since the

mixed phase is a colloidally unstable system, the phase

fraction is a function of time mice(t), which changes from

0 at the beginning of glaciation to 1 at the final stage of

glaciation. The characteristic time change of mice can be

estimated as tpf;mice(t)/(›mice/›t) . Ifmice(t)� 1, and the

characteristic cloud lifetime tcl � tpf , the cloud may be

considered as liquid. In this case, ice crystals will have

only a minor effect on the cloud microstructure before

the cloud dissipates. If mice(t)ffi 1, and tpf / ‘, the cloud
is in the ice phase. In this case, the cloud is glaciated and

the phase fraction has reached a steady state. In all in-

termediate cases, it is the mixed phase.
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Another aspect of a physically based definition of the

mixed phase is related to the spatial phase scale Dxp.
Figure 5-2 shows a conceptual diagram of (i) an ice

crystal surrounded by liquid droplets and (ii) a cloud

droplet surrounded by ice crystals in a mixed-phase

cloud. These diagrams mimic the spatial distribution of

cloud particles in mixed-phase clouds at different stages

of glaciation. Of fundamental importance is determining

the characteristic distance Dxp around an ice particle

(Fig. 5-2a) or liquid droplet (Fig. 5-1b) such that at dis-

tances x , Dxp/2 the cloud is considered a mixed phase,

and at x.Dxp/2 it is considered single-phase [i.e., liquid

(Fig. 5-2a) or ice (Fig. 5-2b)]. The definition of Dxp
should be based on consideration of the distances up to

which the ice particle can affect the surrounding liquid

droplets (Fig. 5-2a) and the distances over which ice

particles may affect the droplet that they surround

(Fig. 5-2b). In other words, cloud particles at x . Dxp/2
are not sensitive to the cloud particles of the opposite

phase and behave as a single phase. The definition ofDxp
should be related to some predetermined time scale t,

which may be a function of the characteristic time such

as turbulent mixing tt, water vapor diffusion td, phase

relaxation tp, particle residence time in the cloud vol-

ume tr related to its fall velocity, or glaciation time tg.

d. General principles of cloud phase definition

It may not be possible to develop a single definition of

the phase composition of a colloidal system that is uni-

versally applicable. In each particular study, the definition

of cloud phase should be governed by the problem being

considered (e.g., radiation and climate, precipitation

formation, cloud glaciation, aircraft icing, cloud electrifi-

cation, cloud seeding, remote sensing). The definition of

cloud phase in each particular case should be based on the

choice of (i) cloud phase metrics mice; (ii) thresholds

separating liquid, mixed, and ice phase m
(l)
ice and m

(i)
ice; and

(3) the spatial averaging scale Dx. The choice of in-

strumentation should be tailored to address the re-

quirements related to mice, m
(l)
ice, m

(i)
ice, and Dx.

3. Theoretical description of mixed-phase clouds

Theoretical analysis of the behavior of mixed-phase

clouds has been performed in a number of studies (e.g.,

Shifrin and Perelman 1960; Mazin 1986; van der Hage

1995; Korolev and Mazin 2003; Castellano et al. 2004,

2008; Korolev 2007, 2008; Korolev and Field 2008;

Yang et al. 2013, 2014; Hill et al. 2014; Field et al. 2014;

Pinsky et al. 2014, 2015). Below we discuss the main

achievements in the theoretical investigations of

mixed-phase clouds.

a. Basic equations

This section focuses on describing the interaction of

liquid droplets and ice particles in a mixed-phase envi-

ronment through the gaseous phase. The water vapor

pressure ultimately determines the growth rates of the

ice and liquid phases and their partitioning. Therefore,

the equation describing the rate of change of water

FIG. 5-2. Conceptual diagram of the spatial distribution of cloud particles in a mixed-phase cloud showing cloud

space with characteristic size Dxp beyond which the colloidal systemmay be considered as a single-phase: (a) liquid

or (b) ice.
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vapor is one of the central equations in the theory of

mixed-phase clouds.

For a vertically moving adiabatic mixed-phase parcel

initially at a liquid water vapor supersaturation Sw, the

change to the supersaturation dSw can be described as

(Korolev and Mazin 2003)
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Here rw, ri, Nw, and Ni are the average liquid droplet

and ice particle radii and number concentrations, re-

spectively; uz is the vertical velocity; and a0, a1, a2, Bw,

Bi, and Bi*are coefficients that depend weakly on the air

temperature T and pressure P. With a high level of ac-

curacy, the effect of the temperature and pressure de-

pendence of these coefficients on Sw can be disregarded

within a few hundred meters of vertical displacement.

Several other forms of Eq. (5-2) can be found in Korolev

and Mazin (2003) and Pinsky et al. (2014). After ex-

panding dependencies of rw and ri on Sw Eq. (5-2) turns

into an integro-differential equation that does not have a

known analytical solution. However, Eq. (5-2) can be

integrated analytically under the assumption that rw5
const. and ri5 const. In this case, the solution of Eq. (5-2)

yields the limiting supersaturation
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to which Sw(t) asymptotically approaches with a char-

acteristic time tp given by

1

t
p

ffi 1

t
pw

1
1

t
pi

, (5-4)

where tpw 5 1/(cwNwrw) and tpi 5 1/(ciNiri) are the

times of phase relaxation associated with the liquid

droplets and ice particles composing the mixed-phase

cloud, respectively; and bw, bi, bi*, cw, and bi are co-

efficients depending on T and P. The value Sqs,w is

usually referred to as the quasi-steady supersaturation,

and tp is the time of phase relaxation. A notable prop-

erty of the quasi-steady approximation is that Sqs,w ap-

proaches Sw(t) within the characteristic time t , 3tp
(Korolev and Mazin 2003).

Typically, the time of phase relaxation in liquid tpw
and mixed-phase tp clouds ranges from one-tenth of a

second to several seconds, whereas in ice clouds, tpi
ranges from tens of seconds to tens of minutes. Since

the measurement of in-cloud supersaturation remains a

challenging task in experimental cloud physics, the quasi-

steady supersaturation Sqs,w can be used to estimate the

humidity inside clouds from the measurements of Nwrw,

Niri, and uz.

The main outcomes from the analysis of Eqs. (5-2)–

(5-4) are as follows: (i) the quasi-steady humidity inmixed-

phase and liquid clouds is close to saturation over liquid

water; (ii) because of a typically short relaxation time,

mixed-phase clouds will rapidly (within seconds) adjust to

their nearly saturated over liquid quasi-steady value; and

(iii) because of the long relaxation time, humidity in ice

clouds can be both supersaturated and subsaturated with

respect to ice, and the maximum supersaturation is limited

to that of the saturation over water.

The theoretical prediction ofRHw in different types of

clouds was verified by in situ observations by Korolev

and Isaac (2006). Humidity in ice clouds requires an

extended time to adjust to its quasi-equilibrium value

because of the long phase relaxation times, which in

many cases is comparable to the lifetime of the entire

cloud (Krämer et al. 2009; Rollins et al. 2016).

b. Glaciation time

Another important parameter characterizing mixed-

phase clouds is the time it takes to convert all liquid

water into ice because of the WBF mechanism. The

process of the liquid to ice conversion is usually called

‘‘glaciation.’’ After the glaciation process has completed

the cloud becomes optically thin and its radiative

properties change significantly. Along with radiative

transfer, the glaciation time is also important for pre-

cipitation formation, and it plays an important role in

the effectiveness of cloud seeding.

Theoretical analysis of the glaciation time was con-

ducted by Shifrin and Perelman (1960), Mazin (1986),

Korolev and Isaac (2003), Korolev and Mazin (2003),

and Pinsky et al. (2014).

For uz5 0, the glaciation time of a mixed-phase cloud

can be estimated as (Korolev and Mazin 2003)
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where qw0 and qi0 are the initial liquid and ice water

mixing ratios, respectively; Si is the supersaturation over

ice at the saturation vapor pressure over liquid; ri and

ra are the densities of the air and ice, respectively; Ai is a

coefficient dependent on T and P; and c is a constant

‘‘capacitance’’ representing the ice crystal habit in the

diffusional growth equation. Depending on the air tem-

perature T, for typical values of Ni, qw0, and qi0, the gla-

ciation timemay vary from hundreds of seconds to hours.

The effect of uz on tgl was studied in Korolev and

Isaac (2003) and Pinsky et al. (2014). Pinsky et al. (2014)
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showed that, if the mixed-phase cloud volume has

moved a vertical distance Dz, and the following condi-

tion juzjtgl $ Dz $ 2qw0a1/a0 is satisfied, then the gla-

ciation time does not depend on the cloud parcel

trajectory and its vertical velocity uz(t). For this case, the

glaciation time can be presented as
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(5-6)

Here Cw, Ci, u are coefficients dependent on T and P.

c. Three basic equilibrium points and the
WBF regime

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (5-2)

corresponds to an external dynamic forcing, which may

result in increased or decreased supersaturation de-

pending on the amplitude of uz. The external dynamic

forcing plays a major role in the direction and rate of

the partitioning of ice ( _qi), liquid ( _qw), and water vapor

( _qy) mixing ratios in mixed-phase clouds. Analysis of

Eq. (5-2) suggests the existence of three phase-equilibrium

points in mixed-phase clouds (Korolev 2008). The first

point corresponds to ice equilibrium, namely, _qi5 0 and

Si 5 0. The vertical velocity corresponding to this con-

dition is equal to
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e
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e
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xN
w
r
w
, (5-7)

where ews and eis are the saturation vapor pressure over

liquid and ice, respectively.

The second point corresponds to the equilibrium of

liquid water, namely, _qw5 0 and Sw 5 0. The corre-

sponding vertical velocity is equal to

u
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The third equilibrium point corresponds to water va-

por, namely, _qy5 0. This condition corresponds to the

vertical velocity
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and the equilibrium supersaturation
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Here j, x and h are coefficients dependent on T and P.

For any mixed-phase cloud, the equilibrium velocities

are related through

uo
z , u1

z , u
z
*. (5-11)

The inequality in Eq. (5-11) splits the phase trans-

formation in mixed clouds into the four regimes shown

in the conceptual diagram in Fig. 5-3 (Korolev 2008).

1) Figure 5-3a: If uz ,uo
z , then _qy . 0, _qi , 0, and _qw , 0.

Here, both ice particles and droplets evaporate,

whereas the mass of the vapor increases. In terms of

the vapor pressure, this corresponds to the condition

when e , eis , ews.

2) Figure 5-3b: If uo
z , uz , u1

z , then _qy . 0, _qi . 0, and

_qw , 0. Under these conditions ice particles grow,

droplets evaporate, and the water vapor mixing ratio

increases. The water vapor pressure in this case is in

the range of eis, e, ey , ews. Here, ey 5 [11Sy
w]ews,

is the equilibrium vapor pressure.

3) Figure 5-3c: If u1
z , uz , uz*, then _qy . 0, _qi . 0, and

_qw , 0. In this situation, ice particles grow, droplets

evaporate, and the water vapor mass decreases. This

case corresponds to the water vapor pressure eis ,
ey , e , ews.

4) Figure 5-3d: If uz . uz*, then _qy . 0, _qi . 0, and _qw . 0.

At this point, both ice particles and liquid droplets

grow, and the water vapor mass decreases. Under

this condition, the water vapor pressure will be eis ,
ews , e.

One of the important outcomes of the analysis of the

water mass partitioning during phase transformation is

that only conditions in Figs. 5-3b,c correspond to the

formal definition of the WBF process, when ‘‘ice parti-

cles are growing at the expense of evaporating drop-

lets.’’ Therefore, the WBF process presents a simplistic

description of the water partitioning in mixed-phase

clouds. Comparisons of _qw, _qi, and _qy show that for the

condition in Fig. 5-3b, the evaporating droplets con-

tribute more to the vapor mass increase than to the

growth of ice. On the other hand, for the condition in

Fig. 5-3c, the ice particles grow mainly at the expense of

water vapor with minor contributions from evaporating

droplets. Regimes in Figs. 5-3a and 5-3d do not satisfy

the definition of the WBF process since both droplets

and ice crystals are either evaporating or growing

simultaneously.

Numerical simulations suggest that in persistent

stratiform mixed-phase clouds, the WBF process is ac-

tive only in approximately half of the cloud volume, and

that in the other half both ice particles and liquid

droplets are growing simultaneously (Fan et al. 2011). In
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convective clouds, even in moderate updrafts the WBF

process is not active in mixed-phase regions (Korolev

2007). Climate model simulations also suggest that the

WBF process occurs at most half of the time (Lohmann

and Hoose 2009).

d. Dynamic forcing and maintenance of
mixed-phase clouds

Rauber and Tokay (1991) and Pinto (1998) have de-

scribed long-lived narrow layers of supercooled water

overlying mixed and ice layers with cloud tops as cold

as 2308C. Later on, persistent mixed-phase layers with

lifetimes from several hours to several days were re-

ported in a number of studies (e.g., McFarquhar et al.

2011; Shupe et al. 2008, 2011; and others). The existence

of such layers appears to conflict with the outcome ex-

pected from the WBF mechanism. Rauber and Tokay

(1991), Pinto (1998), Harrington et al. (1999), and

Harrington and Olsson (2001) attempted to explain the

existence of such layers by an imbalance between the

condensate supply rate, the bulk ice crystal mass growth

rate and the removal of ice freezing nuclei (IFN) by

precipitating ice particles. Field et al. (2004) suggested

that observations of embedded liquid water regions with

horizontal extents as short as 100m may be the result

of turbulent motions leading to the intermittent

production of liquid water. Korolev and Isaac (2003)

found that a cloud parcel undergoing vertical oscilla-

tions may be subject to an indefinitely long periodic

evaporation and activation of liquid droplets in the

presence of ice particles. After a certain amount of time,

the average IWC and LWC reaches a steady state. This

phenomenon may explain the existence of long-lived

mixed phase in stratiform layers.

While it has long been recognized that the WBF

mechanism is a major process in precipitation formation

in cold clouds, most theoretical efforts have focused on

studies of the transition of mixed phase into ice clouds.

Heymsfield (1977) was the first to recognize that ice

clouds could be turned into mixed phase through the

activation of liquid water in updrafts. Since then, a few

studies have investigated the minimum updraft required

to maintain steady-state mixed-phase conditions (e.g.,

Mazin 1986; Tremblay et al. 1996; Zawadzki et al. 2001).

Korolev andMazin (2003) developed a simple analytical

expression for a critical vertical velocity [Eq. (5-8)] such

that, if uz . uz*, liquid water will be activated in a pre-

existing ice cloud. The second condition defines the

minimum vertical travel DZmin5 (1/a0) ln(Ew/e0), which

the vertically moving cloud parcel should exceed in or-

der to activate liquid, that is, Z . Zmin. These two

conditions make up a set of necessary and sufficient

FIG. 5-3. Conceptual diagram of four different scenarios of phase transformation in mixed-phase

clouds: (a) uz ,uo
z ; (b) u

o
z , uz , u1

z ; (c) u
1
z , uz , uz*; (d) uz*. uz. Thickness and direction of the

arrows indicate the rate and direction of the mass transfer. A darker color indicates the water phase

where the water mass is accumulating.
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conditions for turning an ice cloud into a mixed-phase

cloud during vertical motion (Korolev and Field 2008).

When an ice cloud parcel undergoes continuous cy-

clical motions, by being driven by a sinusoidal vertical

motion, liquid water can be repeatedly formed and lost.

The repeated formation of mixed-phase cloud occurs

if the vertical extent of motions and the maximum ver-

tical velocity satisfy analogous necessary and sufficient

conditions for the formation of mixed-phase clouds

(Korolev and Field 2008). Specifically, these conditions

are that the vertical extent of the cyclical motion must be

large enough to bring the parcel to water saturation and

that the vertical velocity is able to provide a source of

supersaturation that exceeds the loss due to the presence

of ice. Under these conditions a mixed-phase cloud can

be long-lived (Fig. 5-4).

Vertical motions in clouds are not only constant or

cyclic but are often turbulent. Rapid fluctuations of a

parcel containing ice may be able to bring the parcel to

water saturation and maintain a source of saturation

against the sink of vapor to ice, thereby allowing the ac-

tivation of droplets and creating a mixed-phase cloud.

This scenario was explored in large-eddy simulation

(LES) modeling (Hill et al. 2014) by varying turbulence

strength (initial shear of 0.2–0.3 s21 allowed to decay over

time) and ice concentration (1–100L21). The simulations

used a high-resolution (10m) grid where over 95% of the

turbulence was explicitly represented. It was found that

instantaneous snapshots of model microphysical and dy-

namical fields satisfied the necessary and sufficient con-

ditions (Korolev and Field 2008) for converting ice into

mixed-phase cloud (Figs. 5-5a,b).

An analytic approach was developed by Field et al.

(2014) that was able to reproduce the domain mean

results of the LES simulations. The approach is based on

the solution of a stochastic differential equation that

describes the evolution of ice supersaturation as
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Here, the vertical velocity uz is replaced by a Gaussian

white noise vertical motion (j) whose magnitude is

FIG. 5-4. Effect of vertical velocity on the formation of mixed-

phase during harmonic oscillations. Magnitude of sinusoidal ver-

tical velocity 5 0.1m s21. After a few cycles q(z) reaches the limit

cycle. Activation of liquid water occurs at point A during ascent,

and complete evaporation at point B during descent. Ice evapo-

rates below CD line (ice adiabat) and it grows above it. Numerical

simulation was conducted for T 5 2108C, initial ice crystal radius

of ri0 5 10mm and ice concentration of 100 L21. [Adapted from

Korolev and Field (2008).]

FIG. 5-5. (a) Cross sections through LES (dx 5 dy 5 10m, dz 5 5m) of TKE. (b) Liquid water mixing ratio for background ice

conditions of 0.1 g kg21 and 10 L21 at298C. (c) Comparison of turbulent domainmean liquid water content from the LES and the analytic

solution for a range of TKE and ice concentrations. [Adapted from Hill et al. (2014) and Field et al. (2014).]
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characterized by the standard deviation of vertical velocity

sw and eddy dissipation rate « through the turbulent de-

correlation time scale td 5 2s2
w/«C0, C0 is the Lagrangian

structure function constant, sw is the standard deviation of

vertical velocity distribution, Si is the supersaturation over

ice for the ensemble of turbulent parcels, and SE is the

environmental supersaturation over ice. For the Gaussian

vertical velocity noise term, the steady-state solution is also

Gaussian with the mean ice supersaturation Si and super-

saturation variance ss given by
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Here, tt 5 L2/3/«1/3 is the characteristic mixing time of

turbulent eddies with the spatial scaleL, tpi is the time of

phase relaxation associated with ice fraction (section

3a), and k is a coefficient dependent on T and P.

Given the mean and variance of the saturation within

the turbulent region, the liquid fraction and water con-

tent are found by integrating the distribution above

water saturation. We note that to keep the problem

tractable and analytically solvable, this approach ig-

nores latent heating effects. The comparisons of the

LWC predicted from Eq. (5-13) and that derived from

the LES simulation is shown in Fig. 5-5c.

It follows from Eq. (5-13) that if ktt � tpi , the sink of

vapor to ice is a much stronger effect on the vapor field in

the turbulent region thanmixing to the region outside. For

this case, Si/ 0 and themicrophysical sink of vapor drives

the saturation environment to ice saturation. In the con-

verse case, if ktt � tpi, the mixing with the surrounding

environment dominates and Si / SE . The steady-state

solution for the distribution of ice supersaturation (in the

absence of liquid water) indicates that supercooled liquid

water content, when diagnosed from the liquid water su-

persaturated part of the saturation distribution, increases

with increasing vertical velocity variance, but is reduced by

increasing the sink of vapor to the ice phase, which is

controlled by the integral ice radius Niri in Eq. (5-14).

4. Observations of mixed-phase clouds

a. In situ observations

Until recently, the bulk of knowledge on the micro-

structure of mixed-phase clouds has been collected using

airborne in situ observations. Airborne measurements

provide insights into aspects of microphysical properties

and the processes governing the evolution of mixed-phase

clouds. These insights include diagnostics of early ice initi-

ation in liquid clouds, effects of aerosols on the phase

composition, dynamic forcing of the mixed phase, and in-

termittency of cloud phase on small scales. One of the

limitations of in situ measurements is related to the rela-

tively low sampling statistics due to small sampling volumes

of microphysical probes. Nevertheless, in situ measure-

ments remain one of the main tools for studying mixed-

phase clouds and evaluation of remote sensing techniques.

1) MAIN INSTRUMENTATION FOR IN SITU

OBSERVATION OF THE MIXED PHASE:
PRINCIPLES, ALGORITHMS, CHALLENGES, AND

LIMITATIONS

Airborne investigations of mixed-phase clouds date

back over 75 yr (i.e., Peppler 1940; Findeisen 1942;

Weickmann 1945; Zak 1949; Byers and Braham 1949).

Yet despite this long history of airborne observations,

microphysical characterization of mixed-phase clouds

remains an ongoing challenge. The quantification of

microphysical properties of such clouds from in situ

measurements incorporates problems in measuring of

both pure ice and pure liquid clouds (Baumgardner et al.

2017, chapter 9). The difficulties of such quantifications

are compounded by the problem of phase identification

of liquid and ice particles, since liquid and ice can be

confused with one another. This results in errors in the

assessment of phase composition. In this section, we

provide a list of instruments that are used in mixed cloud

studies and identify their limitations.

For the sake of discussion, we separate the various

instruments used to investigate mixed-phase clouds into

the following categories (there are other possible clas-

sification schemes):

1) Icing rods: Rosemount Icing Detector (Baumgardner

and Rodi 1989).

2) Hot-wire probes: Johnson–Williams (J-W) probe (Neel

1955); King probe (King et al. 1978); Nevzorov probe

(Korolev et al. 1998); Droplet Measurement Technol-

ogies (DMT) hot-wire (www.dropletmeasurement.

com); Science Engineering Associates (SEA) hot

wire and hot cylinder (Steen et al. 2016).

3) Evaporators: TWC evaporator (Nicholls et al. 1990);

counterflow virtual impactor (CVI; Noone et al.

1988); isokinetic probe (IKP; Davison et al. 2012).

4) Scattering probes: FSSP (Knollenberg 1981); Fast

FSSP (FFSSP; Brenguier et al. 1998; O’Connor et al.

2008); Cloud Droplet Probe (CDP; Lance et al. 2010);

Fast CDP (FCDP; Lawson et al. 2017); CloudAerosol

Spectrometer (CAS; Baumgardner et al. 2002).

5) Scattering probes with phase-discriminating capabil-

ities: Small Ice Detector (SID; Cotton et al. 2010;
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Nichman et al. 2016); CAS with Polarization

(CAS-POL; Baumgardner et al. 2014); BCPD with

Polarization (Freer et al. 2014); Phase Doppler Particle

Analyzer (PDPA; Bachalo and Houser 1984).

6) Particle imaging probes: 2D-C optical array probe

(Knollenberg 1970); Cloud Imaging Probe (CIP;

Baumgardner et al. 2001); 2D-S stereo probe (Lawson

et al. 2006); CPI (Lawson et al. 2001); High Speed

Imaging (HSI) probe (Bachalo et al. 2015); video ice

particle sampler (VIPS; Heymsfield and McFarquhar

1996); Hydrometeor Videosonde (HyVis; Murakami

andMatsuo 1990);HOLODEC(Fugal andShaw2009);

PHIPS-HALO (Abdelmonem et al. 2016; Schnaiter

et al. 2017).

(i) Icing rods

The Rosemount Icing Rod (RICE) was designed to

detect the presence of supercooled water in clouds. The

principle of its operation is based on measurements of

the natural frequency of a vibrating rod. Ice particles

are expected to bounce off the rod’s surface, whereas

supercooled droplets will form a liquid film on impact,

which will rapidly turn into ice. The vibrating fre-

quency changes as ice builds up on the rod’s surface.

The frequency change is converted into voltage, which

may be used to identify the presence of supercooled

liquid water. A relationship between icing rate and

LWC was derived by Baumgardner and Rodi (1989)

from data collected in an icing tunnel. Subsequent

icing tunnel tests and comparisons with other sensors

in mixed-phase clouds showed that the icing rate is

a function of droplet size, and that it may also be

sensitive to ice crystals. The threshold sensitivity to

supercooled water of the RICE is estimated as 0.002–

0.01 gm23 depending on airspeed, droplet size, and

temperature (Heymsfield andMiloshevich 1989; Mazin

et al. 2001). Because of its low accuracy, the RICE

should not be used for a quantitative assessment of

LWC in mixed-phase clouds (Mazin et al. 2001) but

rather only for its identification. It should be noted

that accretion of ice occurs on the surface of the

icing rod only if the total air temperatureTtot is below the

freezing point, and when LWC is lower than the Ludlam

limit (Mazin et al. 2001; Cober et al. 2001a). Thus, at an

airspeed of 150ms21 the total air temperature is ap-

proximately 158C higher than the air static temperature.

This is a serious limitation for theRICE in studying phase

composition, since a large fraction of mixed-phase clouds

occur at Tair.2158C. Other limitations of the RICE are

related to (i) erosion of accreted ice by ice particles,

(ii) deicing cycle dead time, and (iii) limited response to

short time exposure to liquid clouds. Until recently these

limitations of RICE observations have not receivedmuch

attention in the literature and their effects are not

quantified.

The overall assessment of the RICE’s performance is

that it is reliable as an icing detector in clouds with a rel-

atively high sustainedLWCatTtot, 08C (i.e.,.0.02gm23

at 100ms21, Tair , 258C). However, the RICE does not

detect very small amounts of supercooled liquid water

(,0.005gm23) in mixed-phase clouds. In the case shown

in Fig. 5-6 (right panel) where the cloud is dominated by

ice with some embedded droplets, this liquid water would

not be detected by the RICE.

(ii) Hot-wire probes

The family of hot-wire devices rely on the princi-

ple of measuring the electric power required for

vaporizing cloud particles on impact with the heated

sensor surface. The amount of evaporated water is

calculated from the measured power based on first

principles. LWC hot-wire sensors usually have cy-

lindrical shapes with diameters ranging from 0.5 to

3mm. The expectation is that ice particles will

bounce off the convex cylindrical surface, whereas liq-

uid droplets will form a thin film on the heated surface

and completely evaporate. However, icing tunnel tests

show that drops larger than about 50mm do not com-

pletely evaporate and, therefore, the response of the

probe rolls off as a function of drop diameter . 50mm

(Biter et al. 1987; Strapp et al. 2003). It has also been

demonstrated that LWC hot-wire sensors can errone-

ously respond to ice particles, detecting 10%–20% of the

ice mass depending on the ice particles size distribution

and airspeed (Korolev et al. 1998; Cober et al. 2001b;

Field et al. 2004).

Hot-wire sensors with concave shapes (e.g., the

Nevzorov TWC and SEA TWC probes) are designed

to measure the total condensate amount by vaporizing

both liquid water drops and ice particles. All hydrome-

teors are expected to be trapped and completely vapor-

ized within the concave structures. Because of the

different response to ice particles and liquid droplets,

LWC and IWC in mixed-phase clouds can be separated

and calculated from the LWC and TWC hot-wire sensor

measurements by solving a system of linear equations

(Korolev et al. 2003; Korolev and Strapp 2002). The er-

rors in calculating LWC and IWC in mixed-phase clouds

are related to uncertainties in the collection efficiencies of

liquid droplets and ice crystals by the LWC and TWC

sensors. High-speed video observations in icing tunnels

show that some fraction of ice particles bounce off the

TWC hot-wire sensor, resulting in an underestimation

of IWC (Emery et al. 2004; Korolev et al. 2013c). An

example of LWC and TWC measurements in a mixed-

phase cloud calculated from theNevzorov probe is shown
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in Fig. 5-7. When used in conjunction with RICE mea-

surements, sensors such as the Nevzorov probe provide

reasonable and consistent results.

In summary, hot-wire probes remain the main in-

struments for quantitative assessment of bulk LWC and

IWC in mixed-phase clouds. However, the residual ef-

fect of ice on the LWC hot-wire sensors degrades the

liquid–ice discrimination by the hot-wire technique for

cases with mice / 1.

(iii) Evaporators

The principle of operation of evaporators is based on

the evaporation of both liquid droplets and ice particles

ingested by the probe’s inlet. The total water vapor of

the air that experienced evaporation inside the probe is

measured by a humidity sensor. The total water content

is calculated by subtracting the background humidity of

the cloudy air from the humidity measured inside the

evaporator (e.g., Nicholls et al. 1990; Davison et al.

2012). Evaporators do not discriminate between ice and

liquid, and in terms of the final product of their mea-

surements they are equivalent to the TWC hot-wire

probes. However, the advantage of evaporators is that

they are capable of measurements of high values of

TWC up to 10 gm23 at 200m s21 (Davison et al. 2012).

The accuracy of the evaporator TWC measurements

depends on the accuracy of the measurements of the

evaporator’s and background’s humidity. Usually the

TWC accuracy ranges from 0.005 to 0.1 gm23 depending

on the air temperature. A relatively low accuracy of the

TWC measurements limits the use of evaporators for

characterization of the cloud phase composition when

TWC is ,(0.2–0.3) gm23.

(iv) Scattering probes

Scattering probes are designed and calibrated to

measure individual water droplets. However, it is well

documented that they also respond to ice particles

(e.g., Gardiner and Hallett 1985; Field et al. 2003;

Korolev et al. 2011). Scattering particle probes like

the FSSP, CDP, FCDP, and CAS do not discriminate

signals from ice particles and liquid droplets. This re-

sults in an overestimation of measured droplet con-

centration and LWC in mixed-phase clouds (e.g.,

Korolev et al. 2013c). Ice shattering contributes to

further degradation of measurements from the scat-

tering probes. For example, for scattering probes not

equipped with antishattering tips, the false LWC

FIG. 5-6. (left) 2D-S images and (right) 3V-CPI images observed simultaneously in a tropical cumulus cloud at 2248C on 30 Jul 2011.

TheRICE did not indicate the presence of supercooled liquid water; however, the CPI images clearly show spherical images that are likely

water drops while the 2D-S images are ambiguous.
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response caused by ice particles may go up to 0.6gm23

(Korolev et al. 2013a,c). Therefore, scattering particle

probes not equipped with antishattering tips cannot be

used for the quantitative assessment of microphysical

properties of mixed-phase clouds. The assumption that

the water droplet concentration is typically a few orders

of magnitude higher than that of ice particles in mixed-

phase clouds may be used as an indicator of the presence

of liquid if the total concentration measured by the

scattering probes exceeds approximately 10–20 cm23

(depending on the baseline concentration of ice). In ad-

dition, the shape of the measured size distribution gives

some indication of phase, with peaked distributions in the

presence of supercooled water and flatter distributions in

the presence of ice. However, scattering probes alone

cannot be used for detection of liquid in clouds when the

droplet sizes are outside the nominal probes’ size range or

if the droplet concentration is low. An example of such a

case is shown in Fig. 5-6 (right panel).

(v) Scattering probes with phase-discriminating
capabilities

Single scattering particle probes have been designed

to discriminate between ice particles and water droplets.

Phase discrimination is based on observations of

(i) polarization interactions (CAS-POL, CPSPD, BCPD),

(ii) spatially resolved forward scattering patterns (SID

family of instruments), and (iii) detection of certain

light scattering patterns (e.g., fringes) specific to liquid

droplets, which do not occur for nonspherical ice [Phase

Doppler Interferometry (PDI) family of instruments].

The polarization technique uses the principle that

completely spherical water drops do not change the po-

larization state of linearly polarized light, whereas ice will

produce some degree of cross polarization. While this

technique has a sound theoretical basis, it is also subject

to ‘‘false irregulars’’ that are registered when the in-

strument is flown through all-liquid clouds. The false ir-

regulars can be the result of various factors, including

nonspherical water drops, drops that are partially within

the viewing area, and multiple scattering from drops.

Thus, the level of polarization is not zero when flying in

all-liquid clouds. In addition, small quasi-spherical ice

particles will cross polarize light only slightly, so flying in a

mixed-phase cloud can produce cross-polarization signals

from small ice and water drops that overlap (Nichman

et al. 2016). The result is that interpretation of the cross-

polarization signal in the mixed phase is difficult

(Farrington et al. 2016). In recent work based on the

analysis of the CAS-DPOL, Costa et al. (2017) showed

that the polarization technique allows the detection of the

fraction of cloud particles between 20 and 50mm that are

aspherical allowing clouds to be classified as liquid, mixed

phase, or ice.

The SID family of instruments examines forward

scattered light that is projected on a digital camera.

Figure 5-8 shows signals from the Particle Phase Dis-

criminator, mark 2 (PPD-2K), which operates on this

FIG. 5-7. Example showing (a) time series of LWC (gray curve) and IWC (black curve) from the Nevzorov probe,

and (b) signal from the RICE in mixed phase. The slope of the RICE increases in supercooled liquid water, which

corresponds well with the increases in LWC. The rapid decreases in RICE signal occur when the rod is heated

to melt accreted ice and restart the measurement cycle. Data collected by the Environment Canada from the

NRCConvair 580 during the Alliance Icing Research Study (AIRS), Ottawa, Ontario, 16 Dec 1999, Nimbostratus,

T 5 268C. [Adapted from Korolev et al. (1998).]
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principle. The images were recorded in the AIDA

chamber at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT,

Germany) during a rapid expansion that generates su-

percooled liquid drops followed by freezing and sub-

limation (Järvinen et al. 2016). As seen in Fig. 5-8, the

pattern of a water drop (Fig. 5-8i) is very similar to that

of the frozen drop after it has sublimated for several

minutes (Fig. 5-8v). When flying in all-liquid clouds,

Johnson et al. (2014) found that the SID-2 recorded enough

‘‘false irregulars’’ to compromise discrimination between

water drops and ice particles in a study to identify first ice in

tropical cumulus. A later version, SID-3, has been reported

to produce improved results by removing ‘‘artifacts’’ using

manual identification (Vochezer et al. 2016). However, as

in the case of the cross-polarization technique, in-

terpretation of the ratio of ice to water drops in the

mixed phase is somewhat subjective. Another limita-

tion of the SID probes is related to a low camera frame

rate (30Hz). In many mixed-phase environments with

moderate cloud droplet number concentrations, the

SID camera only measures only a subset of the particles

and is likely to miss ice if Ni � Nw.

Theoretical calculations of light scattering performed for

oblate ice spheroids (Borrmann et al. 2000; Meyer 2013)

have limited value, since they cannot be applied to other

ice shapes and varied ice-surface roughnesses. Further-

more, no known laboratory size calibrations by ice parti-

cles have been performed, thus far, to justify the

theoretical calculations of ice scattering. Thus, even though

scattering probes with phase-discriminating capability are

able to segregate ice particles and liquid droplets, their

accuracy in ice particle sizing remains an ongoing issue.

The PDI type of instruments are optically configured

to detect only spherical particles and, therefore, only

measure water drops (Bachalo 2000; Bachalo and

Houser 1984). As a result, PDI measurements may

provide amore reliable assessment of LWC in themixed

phase. Despite their widespread use for characterization

of industrial sprays, the PDI instruments are utilized for

in situ mixed-phase cloud measurements only on rare

occasions. Therefore, no conclusive comments can be

made regarding the phase-discriminating capabilities of

cloud particle phase by PDI instruments at this stage.

(vi) Particle imaging probes

Optical imaging probes provide particle images

and can be used for the identification of particle

phase state. This identification is based on the two

following assumptions: 1) ice particles have non-

spherical shapes and, therefore, ice particles provide

only noncircular images; 2) circular images are pro-

duced by spherical particles, which are associated with

only liquid droplets.

The first assumption is valid for ice particles grown in

clouds with the exception of frozen droplets. Depending

on their size and temperature, droplets may freeze as

spheres or develop bulges and spikes during freezing

(e.g., Iwabuchi and C. Magono 1975; Takahashi 1975;

Korolev et al. 2004; López and Ávila 2012). Spherical

frozen droplets will appear as circles in the imaging

probes and they may be confused with liquid droplets.

On the other hand, laboratory experiments have shown

that frozen water spheres produce nonspherical features

during vapor deposition growth (e.g., Gliki et al. 1962;

Takahashi 1979; Korolev and Isaac 2003; Bacon et al.

2003). The characteristic time of developing facets,

corners, and side crystals of a frozen sphere depend

on the water vapor supersaturation, temperature, and

particle size. For example, at T 5 2108C and water

saturation (typical for the mixed phase, section 3a) the

growth rate of ice is on the order of a micron per second

(Ryan et al. 1976). Such a growth rate suggests that the

characteristic time of producing nonspherical features

will range from seconds to tens of seconds depending on

the droplet size. However, at low supersaturation over

ice (e.g., 1%–5%), frozen droplets may maintain a

quasi-spherical shape over minutes and tens of minutes

(Gliki and Eliseev 1962; Gonda and Yamazaki 1984;

Korolev et al. 2003). At the same time, liquid droplets at

relative humidity close to saturation over ice will quickly

evaporate. Thus, particle image observations would

benefit from simultaneous humidity measurements. For

example, the presence of circular images at water vapor

saturation would be indicative of the presence of liquid.

However, in a subsaturated environment, circular im-

ages most likely originate from frozen droplets or

FIG. 5-8. Diffraction images of particles recorded by the PPD-2K during experiment in the

AIDA chamber at different stages of the cloud formation: (i) supercooled water drop and

(ii) growing frozen droplet for 2min. Ice particles sublimating for (iii) 5, (iv) 7.5, and (v) 9min.

[Adapted from Järvinen et al. (2016).]
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sublimating ice, which tend to have rounded corners and

an absence of facets.

A question that has been widely discussed in the

literature is how many pixels and at what size resolu-

tion can the image of a spherical water drop be dis-

criminated from the image of a nonspherical ice

particle. Korolev (2007) shows typical digital images of

spherical particles as a function of distance from the

object plane using an OAP (Fig. 5-9). The images in

Fig. 5-9 become more circular and ‘‘doughnut’’ shaped

as the particle moves away from the object plane (Z5 0).

Thus, only ‘‘in focus’’ images can be used to discriminate

images of water drops from images of nonspherical ice

particles. Based on the in-focus images in Fig. 5-9, one

sees that only when the image contains 15 continuous

pixels is there objective criteria for identifying the image

as spherical. Even at 15 continuous pixels, various shapes

that are nearly spherical, for example, a hexagonal plate

that is viewed perpendicular to its a plane, can be in-

terpreted as spherical. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5-10,

which shows simulations of the digitization of various

shapes of ice particles imaged in situ by aCIPwith 2.3-mm

pixels and 256 intensity levels.

Imaging probes that use linear optical arrays (such

as the 2DC, CIP, and 2D-S) typically have pixel

sizes on the order of 10–25mm, whereas probes uti-

lizing digital cameras typically have smaller pixel sizes

(2–3mm) and are able to better distinguish spherical

from nonspherical particles. The group of instru-

ments that use digital cameras includes the CPI, HSI,

PHIPS-HALO, HOLODEC, and HALOHOLO. The

CPI, HSI, and PHIPS-HALO were designed to reg-

ister in-focus images of single particles, which are

present in the sample volume. The sample volume of

an in-focus imaging probe depends on particle sizes

and usually it does not exceed a few mm3. Holo-

graphic probes have significantly larger sample vol-

umes (HOLODEC: 20 cm3; HALOHOLO: 39 cm3)

and provide simultaneous imaging of ensembles of

particles present in the sample volume. By numerically

reconstructing each hologram (Fugal et al. 2009), one

obtains the three-dimensional positioning and imaging

of each individual particle. An example of a particle

spatial distribution, along with the size distribution and

image gallery reconstructed from a single hologram, is

presented in Fig. 5-11a. The particle images are clas-

sified via supervised machine learning as described in

Schlenczek et al. (2017). Figure 5-11a provides insight

on how ice particles and liquid droplets are distributed

in the sampled mixed-phase environment on the spatial

scale smaller than 15 cm.

The PHIPS-HALO uses incoherent monochro-

matic laser light to backlight cloud particles, which

suppresses interference effects and chromatic aber-

rations in the images (Fig. 5-11b). A second identical

imaging system acquires a second image of the same

particle from a different perspective to get (i) a three-

dimensional information of the ice crystal and (ii) the

orientation of the crystal with respect to the light

scattering laser of the instrument. Light scattered

from the imaged particle is detected in the angular

range from 188 to 1708 to determine the angular

scattering function, which can be used to deduce the

phase of the cloud particle (see Fig. 5-11b). Exam-

ples of the particle images registered by the CPI are

shown in Figs. 5-6 and 5-12. McFarquhar et al. (2013)

quantitatively demonstrated that at the 2.3-mm pixel

resolution and 256 gray levels, the CPI enables dis-

crimination of spherical and nonspherical images with

sizes as small as 30mm. However, automated algo-

rithms that separate ice and water images with sizes

between about 30 and 60mm generally require quality

control via manual inspection, which introduces some

subjectivity.

Hybrid systems such as the 3V-CPI have recently

been developed. The 3V-CPI uses a 2D-S optical array

to provide a measure of the particle size distribution

(PSD), with high-resolution imagery from a CPI used to

assess particle phase as a function of particle size. In this

way, the benefit of the large sample volume of the 2D-S

is preserved. Examples of ice particle and liquid droplet

size distributions that have been separated using this

technique are shown in Fig. 5-12.

In summary, there is no commonly accepted meth-

odology for quantitatively separating the ice particle

and water drop size distributions in mixed-phase

clouds at this time. The cases with LWC � IWC

(typically the initial stage of the mixed phase) and

LWC � IWC (typically the final stage of the mixed

phase) are the most problematic for identification of

phase composition. Observations of a few ice crystals

among a large number of cloud droplets, and vice

versa (a few liquid droplets among a large number of

ice crystals), remain a challenging problem because of

the small sampling statistics of in situ probes. The

segregation of spherical frozen and liquid drops for

imaging and scattering techniques also remains an

unresolved problem. In general, collecting simulta-

neous data using multiple measurement techniques

increases the potential for estimating the ice particle

and water drop size distributions and the IWC fraction

in mixed-phase clouds. However, the subjectivity in-

herent in interpreting results from multiple tech-

niques also introduces the potential to misinterpret

results and/or introduce bias in order to find agree-

ment with predisposed opinions.
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2) MAIN RESULTS OF IN SITU OBSERVATIONS OF

MIXED-PHASE CLOUDS

During the last three decades, there have been a

number of in situ observations of mixed-phase con-

ditions in different types of clouds. Results of

studies of mixed-phase stratiform clouds (stratus,

stratocumulus, altostratus, altocumulus, nimbostra-

tus, cirrostratus, etc.) have been described by Rauber

and Tokay (1991), Pinto (1998), Fleishauer et al.

(2002), Gayet et al. (2002), Hogan et al. (2002),

Korolev et al. (2003), Korolev and Isaac (2006), Noh

et al. (2013), and others. Observations of mixed-phase

clouds in the Arctic and Antarctic were presented

by Hobbs and Rangno (1998), Verlinde et al. (2007),

McFarquhar et al. (2007, 2011), Jackson et al. (2012),

Lawson and Gettelman (2014), and others. Studies

of mixed-phase convective clouds and tropical con-

vective storms were conducted by Rosenfeld and

Woodley (2000), Stith et al. (2004), Lawson et al.

(2015), Leon et al. (2016), Taylor et al. (2016), and

others. Mixed-phase lee-wave clouds were studied

from in situ measurements in Heymsfield andMiloshevich

(1993), Baker and Lawson (2006), and Field et al.

(2012). In winter snowstorms, small-scale cloud-top-

generating cells atop stratiform regions in the comma

head have been found to generate supercooled water

drops, which provide a favorable environment for

FIG. 5-9. Examples ofmodeled discrete binary diffraction imageswith different radiiR [pixels from (top left) of 0 to (bottom right) of 15]

and at different normalized distancesZd5 ljZj/R2 from the object plane (Z is the distance from the object plane, l is wavelength of light).

The difference in the discrete images for the same Zd is caused by shifts in particle locations as they pass over the photodiode array.

[Adapted from Korolev (2007).]
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enhanced concentration and growth of ice crystals

(Plummer et al. 2014, 2015); elevated convection as-

sociated with such storms also provides an environment

for growth of supercooled water and mixed-phase

clouds (Murphy et al. 2017).

The frequency of occurrence of ice, liquid, and

mixed-phase clouds was studied in a number of works

(e.g., Peppler 1940; Zak 1949; Borovikov et al. 1963;

Mossop et al. 1970; Isaac and Schemenauer 1979;

Wallace and Hobbs 1975; Moss and Johnson 1994;

Cober et al. 2001b; Korolev et al. 2003; Field et al.

2004). Comparisons of these results are hindered by

the varying definitions of mixed phase, ice, and liquid

clouds utilized in these studies. Despite these differ-

ences in cloud characterization, all these works found

that the occurrence of mixed-phase clouds decreases

toward lower temperatures.

Figure 5-13 shows spatial and mass fractions of ice,

liquid, and mixed phase in midlatitude frontal and

stratiform clouds. The temperature dependence of the

spatial and mass fractions of mixed-phase clouds is dif-

ferent. This divergence is a reflection of differences in

the microphysic and thermodynamic properties of ice

and liquid clouds (e.g., size distributions, fall velocity,

evaporation time, phase relaxation time, etc.) in differ-

ent temperature intervals, which result in distinctive

responses to cloud–environment interaction (turbulence,

entrainment, vertical transport, radiation processes) and,

therefore, in distinctive spatial and mass distributions of

liquid and ice.

Within the temperature range of2208C,T,258C,
the mass and spatial fractions of mixed-phase clouds

are approximately equal to 20%. Outside this tem-

perature range, ice and mass fractions decrease to-

ward low and high temperatures. Ice particles require

some time to melt when they fall below the freezing

level, thus, mixed-phase and ice clouds may occur at

T . 08C.
One of the important findings on mixed-phase cloud

properties obtained from in situ observations is a

U shape in the frequency of occurrence of the ice

water fraction mice 5 IWC/(IWC 1 LWC) (Fig. 5-14).

The U-shape distribution has its maxima at mice 5 0

and mice 5 1, that is, when the cloud is all liquid or all

ice, respectively. It was found that the occurrence of

mixed-phase clouds at 0.1 , mice , 0.9 remains low

and nearly constant in all temperature intervals. Such

behavior of mice is in general agreement with the

theoretical description of the mixed phase as a

transient stage between the metastable supercooled

liquid-phase clouds and the thermodynamically stable

ice phase.

It is worth noting that the statistical microphysical

characteristics of mixed-phase clouds depend of the

cloud dynamic forcing, sampling strategy, and in-

strumentation, and they may be different from those

shown in Figs. 5-13 and 5-14. For example, Lohmann

et al. (2016) demonstrated that there are differences

in the statistics of the microphysical characteristics of

mixed-phase clouds collected by different research

groups in different types of clouds. Because of oper-

ational challenges of airborne sampling, the fre-

quency of occurrence of mixed phase in convective

clouds and convective storms is largely unknown.

Relative humidity (RHw) in mixed-phase clouds de-

termines the rate and direction of the partitioning of

water mass (section 3b). As a result, RHw is one of the

important characteristics of the mixed-phase environ-

ment. In some numerical models, the water vapor pres-

sure (e) in mixed-phase clouds is approximated as a

weighted average of the respective saturation values over

liquid water (ews) and ice (eis), namely, e 5 (12 f )ews 1
f eis , where f is the weighting factor (0# f# 1). The value

of f in mesoscale and global circulation climate models

is usually specified as a function of temperature (e.g.,

Fowler et al. 1996; Jakob 2002) or cloud LWC and IWC

(e.g., Lord et al. 1984; Wood and Field 2000, Fu and

Hollars 2004). Some models try to mimic the different

stages of mixed-phase clouds by assuming water satura-

tion provided the sum of the large-scale and turbulent

vertical velocity uz exceeds uz* [Eq. (5-8)] and switch to

FIG. 5-10. Examples of synthetic ‘‘analog’’ circle and hexagonal

plate (without blue background) and actual CPI particle images

(with blue background). The analog images were digitized with

different pixel resolution (e.g., 5, 10, and 20 pixels) and different

realizations because of shifts in particle locations as they pass over

the photodiode array. These examples show that at coarse pixel

resolution, particles with different shapes may have a similar

appearance.
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FIG. 5-11 (a) Example of data obtained from a single hologram of HALOHOLO. Shown

are the (top left) spatial distribution of round and irregular particles and (top right) number-

weighted size distribution. The instrument windows are located at z 5 6 and 160mm.

Particle images of round particles are shown in the top of the blue frame; the irregular

particles are shown in the bottom and are outlined by the red rectangle. The scale bar

increments are 10 and 100 microns. The habit classification segregated particle images in

two categories of round and irregular. The particles were sampled in the glaciating region of

a developing cumulonimbus cloud in the tropics at T5248C, P5 508 hPa. (b) Example of

PHIPS-HALO data acquired in an Arctic mixed-phase cloud at218C, T,248C. Images

of liquid droplets and ice particles are grouped on the left. The angular scattering functions

of the corresponding droplets (blue) and ice crystals (red) are plotted on the right. Scat-

tering functions from droplets are narrowly grouped with the primary and secondary

rainbows clearly indicated at the 1388 and 1228 detection angles, respectively. Droplet di-

ameters deduced from the images are used in Mie theory to calculate the averaged theo-

retical light scattering function (open black symbols) that nicely mimics the average of the

measured functions (open blue symbols). Scattering functions from ice particles are more

varying but have a rather flat angular dependence. Their averaged function (open red

symbols) is clearly distinct from the corresponding function of the liquid droplets for

scattering angles . 508. For each individual particle, a second image is generated from

a perspective 1208 off the first image. [Adapted from Schnaiter et al. (2017).]
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saturation with respect to ice when uz , uz* (Storelvmo

et al. 2008b; Lohmann and Hoose 2009).

Figure 5-15 shows the relative humidity over water

RHw versus mice obtained from in situ measurements in

stratiform mixed-phase clouds at a spatial averaging

Dxp 5 100m (Korolev and Isaac 2006). It was found that,

on average, in all temperature intervals from 08C down

to 2358C, RHw remains close to saturation over water

(Fig. 5-15). This result is in agreement with theoretical

predictions (section 3b). Therefore, in numerical simu-

lations, RHw inmixed-phase clouds can be assumed to be

saturated over water at scales Dx , 100m. At larger av-

eraging scales, clouds may become conditionally mixed

(section 2a), and the average RHw will decrease with the

increase of the averaging scale (Korolev and Isaac 2006).

Zak (1949) reported observations of the high vari-

ability of the phase composition in frontal clouds. The

spatial inhomogeneity of mixed-phase clouds explored

in Korolev et al. (2003) and Field et al. (2004) suggests

that genuine mixed-phase clouds are likely to occur at

spatial scales Dx , 100m. Analysis of humidity at dif-

ferent averaging scales suggested that the fraction of

genuine mixed-phase clouds decreases with increasing

Dx (Korolev and Isaac 2008).

As previously mentioned (section 1b), there are three

indirect aerosol effects that can act in mixed-phase

FIG. 5-12. Examples of (left) 2D-S and 3V-CPI images of water drops and ice particles and (right) water and ice

PSDs. The water-to-ice PSD ratio for each size bin is determined using CPI roundness criteria for images between

30 and 400mm, 2D-S roundness criteria for images.400mm, and the assumption that images of,30mm are water

drops. Absolute values of water and ice size distributions are determined from 2D-Smeasurements. [Adapted from

Lawson et al. (2015).]

FIG. 5-13. (a) Spatial and (b) mass fractions of ice, liquid, and mixed clouds. Clouds with mice # 0.1 were cate-

gorized as liquid, 0.1, mice , 0.9 were categorized as mixed phase, and mice $ 0.9 were categorized as ice. Clouds

were determined as having TWC $ 0.01 gm23, averaging scale was 100m, and the total length of sampled clouds

was 61 765 km. Measurements were performed by Environment Canada in mid- and high-latitude continental and

maritime air masses during the period 1994–2001.
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clouds: the glaciation indirect effect, the riming in-

direct effect, and a cold second indirect effect. Jackson

et al. (2012) found that, in Arctic clouds, liquid droplet

concentrations were well correlated with aerosol con-

centrations below cloud, whereas ice crystal number

concentrations were better correlated with aerosol

concentrations above cloud. This observation suggests

that the mixing of ice nucleating particles from above

the cloud is consistent with a glaciation indirect effect.

But, comparisons between cloud properties measured

in the cleaner fall season against those measured in the

more polluted spring season showed lower ice crystal

concentrations and liquid effective radii, consistent

with the thermodynamic effect. Because the majority

of the observations analyzed were from the conceptu-

ally simpler single-layer mixed-phase clouds as op-

posed to the more complex multilayer mixed-phase

clouds (e.g., Morrison et al. 2009) that occur more

frequently over the Arctic, there was no statistically

significant sample to categorically determine the rela-

tive importance of these indirect effects. Indeed, more

detailed aerosol composition and concentration mea-

surements in combination with in situ cloud observa-

tions in a variety of surface, meteorological, and

aerosol conditions are needed to clarify the role of

aerosol indirect effects in mixed-phase clouds.

In conclusion, the main outcomes from in situ studies

can be formulated as follows:

1) Mixed-phase cloud regions are widespread on a

global scale; they can occur in different types of

clouds, over a wide range of altitudes, and at

temperatures down to approximately 2408C.
2) Stratiform mixed-phase clouds may be persistent,

with lifetimes significantly longer than the glaci-

ating time.

3) The frequency distribution of the ice water fraction

mice in mixed-phase clouds averaged over the meso-

scale has a U shape, with maxima at mice 5 0 and

mice 5 1.

4) Water vapor humidity in mixed-phase clouds at an

averaging scale Dxp , 100m is close to saturation

over water.

5) Usually the spatial correlation between LWC and

IWC is poor or absent (e.g., Fig. 5-7).

b. Remote sensing of mixed-phase clouds

As indicated earlier, phase identification is a criti-

cal step in the remote sensing of cloud microphysical

properties. Because of the presence of both phases,

mixed-phase clouds are challenging targets for re-

mote sensing. However, there has been significant

progress in our capabilities in sensing mixed-phase

clouds, mainly through new instrumentation capa-

bility, the synergy of multisensor measurements, and

improved understanding of mixed-phase clouds from

FIG. 5-14. Frequency of occurrence of ice fractionmice, measured

as the ratio of IWC to TWC, with spatial averaging of 100m.

Frequency of occurrence is provided for eight temperature in-

tervals (see the different colors in inset), and the length of in-cloud

legs for each temperature interval is also provided there. Clouds

were determined as having a TWC $ 0.01 gm23. Measurements

were conducted by Environment Canada in mid- and high-latitude

continental and maritime frontal clouds during the period 1994–

2001. This diagramwas recalculated from the data in Korolev et al.

(2003) after correction of the Nevzorov measurements for the

bouncing efficiency of ice (Korolev et al. 2013b).

FIG. 5-15. Dependence of the average humidity RHw vs ice water

fraction IWC/(IWC 1 LWC) for six different temperature in-

tervals (see the different colors in inset) measured in mixed-phase

clouds at an averaging scale of 100m. Dashed lines correspond to

the parameterization of RHw 5 100(12 mice 1 miceRHwsi. Vertical

line on the left side represents an error bar. [Adapted fromKorolev

and Isaac (2006).]
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in situ measurements. Here, we briefly summarize

key instrumentation and results from ground- and

space-based remote sensors.

1) MAIN INSTRUMENTATION FOR REMOTE

SENSING OF MIXED-PHASE CLOUDS:
PRINCIPLES, CHALLENGES, AND LIMITATIONS

There are a variety of active and passive remote sensors

for mixed-phase cloud identification and quantification

covering wavelengths from near-UV to millimeter

wavelengths. These remote sensor observations are

available from different platforms. For the conve-

nience of discussion, we group them into the following

categories: lidar, radar, moderate-spectral-resolution

radiometer, high-spectral-resolution radiometer, and

microwave radiometer:

(i) Lidar

Although the lidar principle was initially demonstrated

in the 1930s, the rapid development of modern lidar

technology started only after the invention of the laser,

especially the Q-switched laser, in the early 1960s. A

variety of lidar systems are now available for cloud ob-

servations with wavelengths mainly between 0.35 and

1.6mm. Elastic lidars detect backscattering signals at the

same wavelength as the transmitted laser radiation.

Elastic lidars, which utilize high-power lasers (PDL,

CALIOP, WCL) or low-power micropulse lasers (MPL,

CPL), arewidely used for cloud study fromground, aircraft,

and space. Raman lidar and the high-spectral-resolution

lidar (HSRL), which offer improved cloud extinction

measurements, are increasingly available for cloud obser-

vations from ground and aircraft.

Lidar, especially polarimetric lidar, is the most pow-

erful tool to discriminate liquid and ice particles by

taking advantage of the natural differences between

liquid droplets and ice crystals. For backscattering,

spherical droplets produce no or weak depolariza-

tion signals, while ice crystals introduce strong de-

polarization signals depending on ice crystal habits and

orientations, as illustrated in Fig. 5-16 (Sassen 1991).

Therefore, the lidar linear depolarization ratio offers a

straightforward way to identify liquid and ice clouds.

Water clouds have high concentrations of small water

droplets, while ice clouds normally have low concen-

trations of ice crystals. Thus, liquid clouds produce

strong peak signals and strong attenuation, while ice

clouds produce weak peak signal and weak attenuation.

For nonpolarimetric lidar, these signal differences can

be used to discriminate liquid and ice clouds. However,

the ambiguities related to this method may result in a

phase misidentification at temperatures below 2308C
(Zhang et al. 2012).

For mixed-phase clouds, the lidar signal is often

dominated by the liquid phase, which makes it a

challenging task to identify mixed-phase clouds with

lidar measurements. Physically, ice crystals grow fast

within mixed-phase clouds and fall out of the mixed-

phase zone gradually. Wave clouds presented in

Fig. 5-17 illustrate this process. The black contour

FIG. 5-16. A compilation of lidar linear depolarization ratios derived from a variety of laboratory and field studies of hydrometers using

the CW laser–lidar analog approach (from Sassen 1991). The different lines highlight the ranges of the observations or mean temperature

dependencies for different hydrometers.
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outlines three distinct wave cloud layers. The front

edges of the wave clouds are identified as a liquid-only

or liquid-dominated mixed-phase environment be-

cause of their strong power (Fig. 5-17b) and low de-

polarization (Fig. 5-17c). After a few hundred meters,

ice (high depolarization) below the supercooled-

dominated region is detected and grows deeper

with distance (time). Therefore, for stratiform

mixed-phase clouds, the ice layer below the mixed-

phase zone is always detectable with zenith-pointing

lidar. By using this vertically coherent structure,

polarimetric lidar can be used to effectively detect

mixed-phase clouds, especially for zenith-pointed

ground-based or airborne lidar (Wang and Sassen

2001). However, for nadir-pointed lidar, such as the

cloud physics lidar (CPL) typically mounted on the

NASA ER-2 aircraft and CALIOP mounted on a sat-

ellite, the mixed-phase layer could totally attenuate the

lidar signals by the liquid-dominated top to prevent the

detection of ice below. In this case, lidar measurements

often classify mixed-phase cloud layers as liquid clouds.

Thus, the CALIOP cloud-phase product provides only

liquid or ice separations (Hu et al. 2007), and many

supercooled liquid clouds identified by CALIOP are

actually mixed-phase clouds (Zhang et al. 2010).

Since 2007, CALIOP was tilted 38 off nadir to reduce

the impact of the specular reflection of horizontally

oriented ice crystals on the CALIOP cloud-phase

identification.

Additional challenges for lidar mixed-phase cloud

detection include strong cloud attenuation, multiple

scattering (MS), and horizontally oriented plate ice

crystals. Although lidar is effective at detecting the

occurrence of supercooled liquid, optically thick ice

layers below or above cloud could prevent zenith- or

nadir-pointing lidar to detect supercooled liquid

zones. Because of the MS effect, lidar depolarization

measurements from optically thick liquid clouds could

be as high as those from ice clouds, especially for

space-based lidar (Hu et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2009).

Although ice crystals normally generate large de-

polarization ratios, very small depolarization ratios

and strong returns can be produced by horizontally

oriented plate ice crystals (Sassen 1991). Therefore,

caution should be exercised when using lidar mea-

surements for cloud phase detection.

(ii) Radar

Although precipitation radars have been used

for precipitation measurements routinely for almost

60 years, W-band (;94GHz) and Ka-band (;35GHz)

radars more suitable for cloud detection have only

matured during the last 20 yr (Lhermitte 1987). Now

ground-based (Moran et al. 1998; Kollias et al. 2007),

airborne, and satellite (CloudSat; Stephens et al. 2002)

millimeter-wavelength radars are available to provide

cloud retrievals. The longer operating wavelength of

radars makes them more sensitive than lidars to large

particles. Therefore, for mixed-phase clouds, the radar

reflectivity (Ze) is dominated by ice particles. Thus, with

only Ze measurements, cloud radar is not able to detect

the presence of the mixed phase because information on

supercooled liquid is lacking. However, Doppler veloc-

ity spectra measurements from advanced cloud radars

offer the potential to detect both the liquid and ice phase

within mixed-phase clouds. Because small liquid drop-

lets have smaller fall speeds than large ice crystals, liquid

and ice contributions to theDoppler velocity spectra can

be separated, as illustrated in Fig. 5-18. The overlap

between ice and liquid Doppler velocity spectra is af-

fected by the size distributions of liquid droplets and ice

crystals and by turbulence. By using morphological

features in Doppler spectra measured by a millimeter

cloud radar (MMCR), Luke et al. (2010) developed a

technique to detect supercooled liquid droplets in the

FIG. 5-17. WCR and WCL observations of ice formation in

mixed-phase wave clouds on 8 Mar 2009 from the University of

Wyoming King Air: (a) WCR Ze, (b) nadir WCL power, and

(c) nadir WCL depolarization ratio (uncalibrated). The black

contour outlines the front ends of the three distinct wave cloud

layers. [From Wang et al. (2012).]
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radar sampling volume in the presence of ice particles.

Yu et al. (2014) presented a technique that extracts the

weak cloud liquid drop contributions from the total ra-

dar returns in Doppler velocity spectra for profiling

cloud radars, and Zawadzki et al. (2001) used a vertically

pointing X-band Doppler radar to infer the presence of

supercooled droplets from observed bimodal Doppler

spectra.

However, under strong turbulence, such as in deep

convective clouds, or when Doppler spectra from cloud

droplets and ice particles significantly overlap, it is not

possible to reliably identify supercooled liquid from

radar in Doppler velocity spectra. Other radar-based

technologies were hence explored to improve super-

cooled liquid identifications in such mixed-phase

clouds. Dual-wavelength radar approaches were de-

veloped to profile the distribution of LWC by using

the differences in reflectivity and attenuation between

two wavelengths (Vivekanandan et al. 1999; Huang

et al. 2009). Because of the relatively weak attenuation

of radar wavelengths by liquid cloud droplets and

variations of ice particle scattering, the dual-

wavelength approach is mainly suitable for high LWC

cases (Williams and Vivekanandan 2007). Polarimetric

radar measurements offer additional information to

detect supercooled liquid in convective or other deep

clouds. With the National Center for Atmospheric Re-

search S-band dual-polarization Doppler radar (S-Pol)

measurements (Keeler et al. 2000), Plummer et al. (2010)

showed that three polarization radar parameters—the

radar reflectivity factor at horizontal polarization (ZH),

the differential reflectivity (ZDR), and the specific dif-

ferential phase (KDP)—are statistically distinguishable

between conditions in mixed- and ice-phase clouds,

even when an estimate of measurement uncertainty is

included. But, the detection of mixed-phase clouds using

polarimetric radar measurement is still under develop-

ment partly because of the limited in situ data for eval-

uation and guidance. In addition, the complex and

changing ice crystal sizes and habits in these vertically

extended mixed-phase clouds make the retrievals very

challenging.

FIG. 5-18. Examples of radar Doppler spectra at different heights from cloud base to cloud

top. (left) The simulated spectra based on outputs of a large-eddy simulationmodel for a spring

season simulation. (right) Ka-band ARM zenith radar (KAZR) observations in October 2011.

The red lines represent the cloud liquid drop contributions to (and retrieved from) the spectra;

whereas the blue lines represent both the cloud liquid drop and ice particle contributions to the

spectra. Positive velocities represent upwardmotion and negative velocities downwardmotion.

[From Yu et al. (2014).]
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(iii) Moderate-spectral-resolution radiometer

Moderate-spectral-resolution radiometers are the

main instruments for satellite passive cloud remote

sensing (Stubenrauch et al. 2013). Such instruments range

from 5 spectral channels in the GOES and the Advanced

Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) visible

and infrared radiometers to 36 spectral channels in the

more advanced MODIS. Therefore, the information

content available for cloud-phase determination can vary

significantly.

In addition to using cloud temperature to physically

determine cloud phase, passive sensors also use radiative

properties for cloud-phase discrimination. Radiatively,

the spectral difference between water and ice clouds

occurs because of differences in absorption and scat-

tering. As illustrated in Fig. 5-19, the absorptive prop-

erties of water and ice represented by the imaginary

index of refraction have a different dependence on

wavelength. Key and Intrieri (2000) demonstrated that

brightness temperature differences at 3 wavelengths

(3.7, 11, and 12mm) and reflectance at 3.7mm provide

necessary, but not sufficient, information for differenti-

ating between liquid and ice clouds. The relationship

between the cloud and surface temperatures must

also be considered. Because of these limitations, the

IR-based cloud phase determination is further enhanced

FIG. 5-19. Imaginary index of refraction for water (solid line) and

ice (dashed line) from 3 to 13mm. The three arrows correspond to

the three AVHRR thermal channels (3.7, 11, and 12mm). [From

Key and Intrieri (2000).]

FIG. 5-20. Examples of directional polarization samples at

0.865mm measured by POLDER over Lille (northern France) for

cirrus clouds and liquid clouds. Solid lines correspond to linear fit of

themeasurements for the two scattering-angle ranges: 608–1408 and
1408–1808. [From Goloub et al. (2000).]

FIG. 5-21. TOA reflectance for simulated clouds of different thermodynamic phase (shown by different colors) for a single 0.5-km-thick

layer at 5.5-km altitude with 308 solar zenith over a dark surface: (left to right) TWC5 0.025, 0.1, and 0.4 gm23. The particle radii are held

constant at 10 and 60mm for liquid and ice, respectively. The TWC is apportioned to one or both phases in 25% increments. [From

Thompson et al. (2016).]
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by using cloud emissivity ratios, as discussed in Heidinger

and Pavolonis (2009) and as used in the new MODIS,

version 6 (V6), product (Baum et al. 2012). Similarly,

because of different imaginary indexes of refraction for

liquid and ice at 1.6 and 2.1mm (Kou et al. 1993), ice

particles aremore absorptive than liquid droplets at these

wavelengths and thus have smaller TOA shortwave IR

(SWIR) reflectances (Pilewskie and Twomey 1987;

Chylek and Borel 2004). The SWIR reflectance ratio can

also be used to identify liquid and ice clouds (Platnick

et al. 2017). However, the accuracies of the IR and the

SWIR approaches depend onmany factors, such as cloud

type, observing angle, atmospheric and surface proper-

ties, and optical thickness (Jäkel et al. 2013). Moreover,

results can be less accurate for mixed-phase clouds and

often inappropriate for multilayer clouds systems (Baum

et al. 2003; Pavolonis and Heidinger 2004).

Multiangle imagers with polarization measurements,

such as the POLDER satellite instrument, can provide

scattering-angle-dependent polarized radiance to im-

prove the performance of cloud-phase determination

(Goloub et al. 2000). As illustrated in Fig. 5-20, cloud

droplets exhibit very specific polarization features in the

rainbow for scattering angles near 1408. On the other

hand, theoretical studies and observations show that

the rainbow characteristics disappear as soon as the

particles depart from a spherical shape. Therefore, the

rainbow feature can be used to improve liquid and ice

separation, but it is a challenge how to handle thin cirrus

clouds overlapping the liquid cloud layer (Goloub et al.

2000). POLDER visible-only measurements are not

sufficient to handle this overlap cloud condition.

Based on MODIS satellite measurements (Platnick

et al. 2017), passive measurements can determine only

liquid or ice cloud phase. Mixed-phase cloud identifica-

tion is still a challenge. To address this problem, Miller

et al. (2014) proposed an approach for the detection of

liquid-top mixed-phase clouds from passive satellite ra-

diometer observations. Their algorithm makes use of

reflected sunlight in narrow bands at 1.6 and 2.25mm to

optically probe below liquid-topped clouds and de-

termine phase. Detection is predicated on differential

absorption properties between liquid and ice particles,

accounting for varying sun/sensor geometry and cloud

optical properties. However, this approach shows strong

sensitivity to ice microphysical properties.

(iv) High-spectral-resolution radiometer

As demonstrated by Nasiri andKahn (2008), there are

limitations of an approach using two infrared channels

with moderate spectral resolutions for cloud-phase de-

termination, and there is potential for improvement

using channels with higher spectral resolution. Radi-

ometers with high spectral resolution are now widely

available and provide improved mixed-phase cloud

determination. With high-spectral-resolution ground-

based infrared measurements, Turner et al. (2003) and

Lubin (2004) showed that the differences in the index of

refraction of ice and water between 11 and 19mm offer

improved mixed-phase cloud identification. But such a

technique is difficult to implement for high-spectral-

resolution IR measurements from AIRS satellite mea-

surements because different types and phases of clouds

can occur within the large AIRS footprint.

FIG. 5-22. Retrieved, vertically resolved cloud properties for 9 Oct 2004 at Barrow, Alaska:

(a) multisensor cloud-phase classification, (b) Doppler radar spectra cloud-phase classification,

(c) IWC derived from radar. [From Shupe et al. (2008).]
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Pilewskie and Twomey (1987) showed that differences

in bulk liquid water and ice absorption in the NIR (between

700 and 2500nm) have observable consequences in cloud

spectral reflectance and transmittance that can be exploited

to retrieve cloud thermodynamic phase. With simulated

SWIR spectra, Fig. 5-21 shows spectrum slope dependence

on the mass partitioning of mixed-phase clouds. Various

approaches have been developed to use this information for

better cloud-phase determination (Ehrlich et al. 2008;

LeBlanc et al. 2015).As illustratedbyEhrlich et al. (2008), the

identification of mixed-phase clouds requires a priori knowl-

edge of the ice crystal dimension, and uncertainties in ice

microphysical properties could result in identifying boundary

layermixed-phase cloudswith a pure liquid cloud-top layer as

pure liquid water clouds. Thompson et al. (2016) demon-

strated that combining the spectrumfitting and fast parameter

estimation (Green et al. 2006; Gao and Goetz 1990) appli-

cable to imaging spectrometers can map cloud thermody-

namic phase with high fidelity and spatial resolution.

(v) Microwave radiometer

The microwave radiometer (MWR) is widely used to

detect liquid water path (LWP) in liquid and mixed-

phase clouds by using emitted signals from liquid drops.

Therefore, the MWR can be used together with other

instruments to better identify mixed-phase clouds, as

discussedbelow.TheLWPsofmixed-phase clouds are often

low, especially for stratiform mixed-phase clouds in polar

regions (Zhao and Wang 2010). For the traditional two-

wavelength MWR, large uncertainties are present in the

retrieved LWPs (Turner et al. 2007). Thus, for low LWP

mixed-phase cloud measurements, either additional high

frequencies (Cadeddu et al. 2013) or new processing

methods (Wang 2007) are needed to improve the LWP

detection accuracy of supercooled liquid within clouds.

Other challenges for the MWR are the occurrence of mul-

tilayer clouds and rain. When a mixed-phase cloud layer

overlies a liquid cloud layer, the lower liquid layer normally

dominates the total LWP retrieved from the MWR, which

makes the identification of the mixed-phase LWP difficult.

The presence of rain normally dominates MWR signals to

make the detection of liquid cloud challenging.

(vi) Multisensor approaches

Considering the limitations of individual instruments,

the synergy of multisensor measurements is the most

FIG. 5-23. Mixed-phase clouds observed at the Barrow site on 10 Oct 2004 by combining MMCR, MPL, MWR,

and radiosonde data. (top to bottom)MMCRZe, MPL retrieved extinction, retrieved liquid-phase effective radius,

LWP, retrieved IWC, and general effective radius. The red line superimposed on the top of the Ze cross section

indicates the mixed-phase cloud base. Cloud-top temperature ; 213.38C.
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effective way to improve mixed-phase cloud identifi-

cation. Riedi et al. (2010) demonstrated that an ap-

proach based on the synergy between the POLDER

and MODIS measurements offered improved cloud-

phase discrimination. As discussed above, lidar is more

sensitive to cloud droplets within mixed-phase clouds,

and radar is more sensitive to relatively large ice par-

ticles within mixed-phase clouds. As illustrated in

Fig. 5-17, a radar clearly shows ice within supercooled

liquid layers, and lidar measurements show super-

cooled liquid layers. Thus, the synergy of lidar and

radar provides the most reliable way to identify mixed-

phase clouds (Wang and Sassen 2001; Hogan et al.

2003a; Wang et al. 2004). Combined CloudSat radar

and CALIPSO lidar measurements have been used to

effectively identify mixed-phase clouds globally

(Zhang et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2013), and to provide

improved microphysical property retrievals for ice

(Delanoë and Hogan 2008; Deng et al. 2010, 2013;

Okamoto et al. 2010; Matus and L’Ecuyer 2017).

Shupe (2007) presented a method for classifying cloud

phase from a suite of ground-based sensors. The method

exploits the complementary strengths of cloud radar, de-

polarization lidar, microwave radiometer, and tempera-

ture soundings to classify clouds observed in the vertical

column as ice, snow, mixed phase, liquid, drizzle, rain, or

aerosol. The comparison of a multisensor approach with a

radar spectral-based approach in Fig. 5-22 shows that the

multisensor approach provides more reliable identifica-

tion of mixed-phase regions (see Shupe et al. 2008 for

more detailed discussion).

Multisensor measurements provide effective ways

not only to identify mixed-phase clouds, but also

to retrieve the microphysical properties of mixed-

phase clouds. As illustrated by Wang et al. (2004)

and Shupe et al. (2015), combining ground-based

multisensor measurements, including lidar, radar,

MWR, and other measurements can provide liquid-

and ice-phase microphysical properties as illustrated

in Fig. 5-23. In Fig. 5-23, MPL measurements below

the mixed-phase cloud layer are combined with

MMCR measurements to determine properties of

precipitating ice with a combined lidar–radar algorithm

(Wang and Sassen 2002). Then, theMMCRmeasurements

are used to extend ice retrievals into the mixed-phase

layer. The effective radius profile of the liquid phase is

determined by combining MPL-derived extinction co-

efficients and adiabatic liquid water content with the

constraint of the retrieved LWP. With the multisensor

measurements from A-Train satellites, Adhikari and

Wang (2013) showed that stratiform mixed-phase cloud

properties can be retrieved globally. However, retrieving

mixed-phase cloud properties in deep convective clouds

is still a challenging task.

2) MAIN RESULTS OF REMOTE SENSING

OBSERVATIONS OF THE MIXED PHASE

As illustrated above, capabilities to remotely sense

mixed-phase clouds are still very limited. So far,

ground-based multisensor measurements provide

the most reliable mixed-phase cloud information

(Rauber and Grant 1986; Dong andMace 2003; Shupe

FIG. 5-24. (a) Scatterplot of the liquid fraction [LWP/(LWP1 IWP)] vs cloud-top temperature for mixed-phase

clouds. Plotted are the annual (solid black) and seasonal average relationships (different type lines). (b) Box-and-

whisker plots summarizing the same data used in (a). The 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th percentiles andmean value

are provided for each box–whisker. [From Shupe et al. (2006).]
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et al. 2006, 2008, 2015; Zhao and Wang 2010). Shupe

et al. (2006) presented Arctic mixed-phase cloud

macro- and microphysical properties derived from a

year of radar, lidar, microwave radiometer, and ra-

diosonde observations made as part of the Surface

Heat Budget of the Arctic Ocean (SHEBA) Program

in the Beaufort Sea in 1997–98. During SHEBA,

mixed-phase clouds occurred 41% of the time and

were most frequent in the spring and fall transition

seasons. These clouds often consisted of a shallow,

cloud-top liquid layer from which ice particles formed

and fell, although deep, multilayered mixed-phase

cloud scenes were also observed. On average, indi-

vidual cloud layers persisted for 12 h, while some

mixed-phase cloud systems lasted for many days.

Figure 5-23 shows an example of a boundary layer

mixed-phase cloud that had significant temporal

variations and lasted for more than one day. MMCR

measurements and retrieved cloud properties showed

that there are clear convective cells within these

stratiform mixed-phase clouds, which lead to strong

spatial variations in liquid- and ice-phase properties.

The base and top of the mixed-phase layer also

vary with time. These spatial/temporal structures

indicated strong couplings between dynamics and micro-

physical processes within Arctic stratiform mixed-phase

clouds, which need to be properly treated in climate

models. Similar convective generating cells have also been

observed atop the comma head region of continental

winter cyclones (e.g., Plummer et al. 2014; Rosenow

et al. 2014).

Physically, mixed-phase clouds could be observed at

temperatures as low as about 2408C; however, their
occurrence and the liquid fraction (ratio of LWP to total

condensed water path) decreases with temperature.

Shupe et al. (2006) showed that the mean liquid fraction

increased on average from 0 at2248C to 1 at 2148C for

retrievals of Arctic clouds at Barrow, Alaska (now

known as Utqia _gvik), as illustrated in Fig. 5-24. The

observations at 2258C also show for any given liquid

fraction a phase transition relationship may change

moderately with season. It is important to be aware that

the results in Fig. 5-24 are based on vertically integrated

cloud-layer properties, including the precipitating ice,

and are also dependent on the data processing algo-

rithms (Zhao et al. 2012).

The seasonal variation of mixed-phase cloud proper-

ties can also be well characterized with ground-based

measurements. With observations from the Atmo-

spheric Radiation Measurement Climate Research Fa-

cility at the North Slope of Alaska (NSA) site during

1999–2007, Zhao and Wang (2010) showed the seasonal

variation of Arctic stratiform mixed-phase clouds as

presented in Fig. 5-25. The seasonal variation is mainly

driven by seasonal temperature variations while other

properties, such as large-scale dynamics, boundary layer

structure, and surface fluxes, also impact the mixed-phase

cloud properties. These observations were used to eval-

uate the model-simulated clouds from the European

Centre forMedium-RangeWeather Forecasts (ECMWF)

and highlight the challenges of simulating these stratiform

clouds (Klein et al. 2009).

Although it is not yet possible to provide global

mixed-phase cloud microphysical properties, combined

CloudSat and CALIPSO measurements do provide re-

liable mixed-phase cloud identification (e.g., the

CloudSat 2B-CLDCLASS-lidar product; Wang et al.

2013). However, the lidar signal attenuation limits the

liquid detection to a single layer near cloud top.

Figure 5-26 shows global cloud phase distributions based

on CloudSat- and CALIPSO-detected cloud layers.

Similar to the liquid cloud distributions, stratiform

mixed-phase clouds have a high frequency of occurrence

over oceans caused by the more abundant water vapor

supply. In the tropics, mixed-phase clouds are mainly

FIG. 5-25. Comparison of monthly mean (a) LWP, (b) IWP, and

(c) LWP/(LWP 1 IWP) for the low-level clouds between the

ECMWFmodel simulations (solid lines) and the observations (dashed

lines) around the NSA site. [From Zhao and Wang (2010).]
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deep convective clouds and midlevel stratiform clouds

associated with deep convective clouds. The seasonal

shift of mixed-phase clouds is mainly driven by the

temperature and large-scale dynamical shifts forced by

the annual cycle of solar radiation. These global views of

mixed-phase cloud distributions offer important guid-

ance for cloud simulations in climate models.

5. Role of the mixed phase in cloud electrification

The most vigorous manifestation of mixed-phase

processes in the atmosphere is found in the updraft re-

gions of thunderstorms. Given the inhospitable envi-

ronment inside the thunderstorm, the early realization

of the importance of the mixed phase for cloud electri-

fication was developed from observations from the

outside looking in.Workman andReynolds (1949)made

pioneering radar and electric field observations of the

relationship between lightning activity and the vertical

development of New Mexico thunderstorms that high-

lighted the cold (subfreezing) part of the cloud as the

origin of the electrification process. Many subsequent

radar observations have shown the development of strong

radar reflectivity in the cold part of the cloud coincident

with the onset of strong electrification (Lhermitte and

Williams 1985; Dye et al. 1989; Krehbiel 1986; Stolzenburg

et al. 2015). These early efforts with radar then expanded

with the remotely sensed locations of the electric charge

participating in intracloud and cloud-to-ground lightning

flashes (Reynolds and Neill 1955; Jacobson and Krider

1976; Krehbiel et al. 1979; Krehbiel 1981; Koshak and

Krider 1989). These investigations served to confirm the

basic positive dipole characterization of the thunder-

storm, with the main negative charge over a range of

in situ temperatures from 2108 to 2208C and with the

upper positive charge at 2308C and lower temperatures.

The resolution of the lightning charge into individual

strokes provided evidence for the lateral extensiveness of

the main negative charge region (Krehbiel et al. 1979).

These observations isolate the ‘‘mixed phase’’ region

(bounded by the 08 and2408C isotherms) as the location

of the charge separation.

More recent observations with dual-polarization ra-

dar (Jameson et al. 1996; Kumjian et al. 2014; Mattos

et al. 2017) in this same mixed-phase region have

disclosed a transition from supercooled raindrops to

graupel, coinciding with the initiation of strong electri-

fication and intracloud lightning. These observations

extend support for the idea that, when graupel particles

collide with ice crystals, negative charge is selectively

transferred to the graupel and positive charge to the

rebounding ice crystals so that the main negative charge

FIG. 5-26. Global cloud-phase (ice, mixed, and liquid) and seasonal (MAM, JJA, SON, and DJF) distributions based on CloudSat

2B-CLDCLASS-lidar product during 2006–10. [Adapted from Wang et al. (2013).]
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region of the thunderstorm dipole is formed. The grav-

itational descent of the larger negatively charged grau-

pel particles with respect to the positively charged ice

crystals serves as the dominant mechanism of charge

separation. Measurements of the electric charges car-

ried by precipitation particles inside thunderstorms are

consistent with this idea (e.g., Marshall and Winn 1982;

Takahashi et al. 1999, 2017).

The insights obtained from the remote sensing of New

Mexico thunderclouds led Reynolds et al. (1957) to

initiate a laboratory experiment on mixed-phase mi-

crophysics. This pioneering experiment set the stage for

later laboratory work (Takahashi 1978; Jayaratne et al.

1983; Saunders et al. 1991; Ávila and Pereyra 2000;

Berdeklis and List 2001; among others) all with a com-

mon goal: to identify the specific mixed-phase condi-

tions linked with the systematic positive and negative

charging of simulated graupel and ice crystals.

The challenges of simulating the natural mixed-phase

conditions of a thundercloud in a laboratory cold box

and making representative measurements of the charge

transferred in particle collisions cannot be overstated.

This difficulty no doubt has much to do with the differ-

ences one finds among published results from different

laboratories (Williams 1985; Saunders et al. 1991;

Saunders 2008; Takahashi et al. 2017), even when

matched mixed-phase conditions are intended.

The usual assumption in the laboratory simulations is

that water saturation is maintained, consistent with the

presumed condition in a thunderstorm updraft. Later

laboratory experiments were aimed at verifying that

full-up mixed-phase conditions were needed for sub-

stantial charge transfer in ice particle collisions and the

production of lightning. More recently this view has

changed to some extent because measurable charge

separation in laboratory experiments occurs in parti-

cle collisions without supercooled water (Keith and

Saunders 1990; Luque et al. 2016) and with controlled

conditions of relative humidity (with respect to water)

less than 100% (Berdeklis and List 2001). This view has

changed in the storm context because of the realization

that an abundance of ice particles in conditions of weak

ascent will deplete the supercooled water concentration

by the WBF process. Perhaps the most conspicuous ex-

ample in the meteorological literature is the trailing

stratiform region of squall lines (Williams and Boccippio

1993; Williams and Yair 2006; Hodapp et al. 2008;

Takahashi and Suzuki 2010)—the origin location for the

laterally extensive ‘‘spider’’ lightning flashes and positive

polarity ground flashes that produce sprites in the me-

sosphere and singlehandedly excite Earth’s Schumann

resonances (Williams et al. 2010). Deep thunderstorms

that extend many kilometers above the 2408C isotherm

(near 10km MSL altitude in many summertime loca-

tions) and above the traditional mixed-phase zone

have been documented to produce active lightning dis-

charges there. Yet another situation of documented

storm electrification when direct participation of super-

cooled water is unlikely in promoting charge separation

are pyrocumulus clouds (Lang et al. 2014) in which

lightning is most prevalent near the 2408C level. Labo-

ratory measurements at low temperatures (Ávila et al.

2011) have also demonstrated appreciable charge sepa-

ration when ice formed by homogeneous nucleation of

supercooled water collides with an ice target.

Mixed-phase conditions lead naturally to asymmetries

between hydrometeors. It stands to reason that two

identical ice particles will not transfer charge on contact,

and that some asymmetry in the physical condition be-

tween colliding particles is needed for net charge transfer.

Numerous hypotheses have aimed at suggesting a physi-

cal basis for why graupel/ice crystals selectively acquire

negative/positive charge in collisions. For example,

Findeisen (1940) and Findeisen and Findeisen (1943)

proposed that ice surfaces undergoing sublimation ac-

quire negative charge and those undergoing vapor

deposition charge positively. Baker et al. (1987)

generalized this hypothesis in proposing that ‘‘the

fastest growing ice surface takes on positive charge.’’

Further consideration of these ideas can be found

in Saunders (2008), Emersic and Saunders (2010),

and Jayaratne and Saunders (2016). Laboratory mixed-

phase experiments simulating thunderstorm conditions

by Takahashi (1978) were examined in the context of

these hypotheses (Williams et al. 1991) with calcula-

tions based on heat and mass balance for the rimed

particles (Schumann 1938; Ludlam 1951). It was found

that simulated graupel particles, accreting supercooled

cloud water in a dry growth condition involving sub-

limation, selectively acquire negative charge, consis-

tent with the characteristic positive thunderstorm

dipole. At smaller water contents than needed for

sublimation, vapor deposition is prevalent and is

enhanced by ventilation effects for the faster-falling

larger graupel particles. At larger water contents

than needed for sublimation, wet growth in accretion

is achieved with a surface temperature near 08C, with
positive charging of the rime in a glaze ice condition

(Takahashi 1978; Williams et al. 1991). At still larger

liquid water contents and a thick wet water layer, ice

crystals may stick to the surface and prevent vigorous

charge separation (Saunders and Brooks 1992; Jayaratne

and Saunders 2016).

A natural mixed-phase factory is the supercell thun-

derstorm. The existence of lightning ‘‘holes’’ of 5–10-km

diameter in storms of this kind (Krehbiel et al. 2000; Payne
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et al. 2010) may provide indirect evidence that hail in wet

growth is not an important contributor to charge separa-

tion in supercells. Surrounding this hole and the supercell

updraft core is a ring of lightning on the edge of the su-

percell updraft. Lightning is absent in the updraft core,

which also often coincides with the radar-identified

bounded weak echo region (BWER). Only in the weak

ascent in the edges where updraft speeds are typical of

ordinary thunderstorms (5–10ms21) can there be a bal-

anced condition for graupel growth (Atlas 1966; Lhermitte

andWilliams 1985), development of a radar echo, and the

traditional noninductive ice–ice mechanism for charge

separation. In the core of the updraft the ascent is too fast

to satisfy this condition for graupel. However, large hail

can form at higher levels of the updraft with ascent speeds

of many tens of meters per second, above the BWER.

Here the supercooled liquid water concentrations are

sufficient for wet growth. But, the general absence of VHF

emission from this region casts doubt on a primary role for

the large hail as an agent for lightning production.

The realization in recent years that thunderstorms

in exceptional thermodynamic environments such as

Oklahoma (MacGorman and Burgess 1994), eastern

Colorado (Rust et al. 2005; Fleenor et al. 2009; Fuchs

et al. 2015), the Tibetan Plateau in China (Qie et al.

2009), and the premonsoon phase in India (Pawar et al.

2017) can have their main electrical dipoles reversed

with respect to the customary positive-over-negative

configuration has spurred new attention to the mixed-

phase conditions (and accompanying thermodynamic

and aerosol conditions) that might support this polar-

ity change. An exceptionally high cloud base together

with substantial convective available potential energy

(CAPE) appears to be important in reversing the po-

larity (Williams et al. 2005; Qie et al. 2009). A greater

abundance of ice nucleating particles has also been

suggested (Pawar et al. 2017) as an explanation, again

pointing to the difficulty in disentangling thermody-

namic and aerosol effects (Rosenfeld et al. 2012) on a

wide variety of observations. Both the high cloud base

(Freud and Rosenfeld 2012) and abundant aerosols

can lead to smaller cloud droplet sizes. These smaller

cloud droplets are involved in the riming process, with

positive charging of rime shown in some laboratory

studies (Jayaratne and Saunders 1985; Ávila and

Pereyra 2000).

6. Challenges in the study of mixed-phase clouds

Despite recent research on mixed-phase clouds, our

understanding of processes governing their life cycle,

radiation effects, precipitation formation, and cloud

electrification is still far from complete. Below, we

provide a list of theoretical and experimental problems

related to various aspects of the mixed phase that need

to be addressed in future studies.

a. Observations

The statistics of the microphysical properties of mixed-

phase clouds in Figs. 5-13–5-14 were obtained for mid-

latitude frontal and stratiform clouds. At this time, it is not

clear whether these distributions are universal or specific

to midlatitude frontal and stratiform clouds. One of the

important tasks for future in situ observations is to obtain

statistically significant data on the microphysics of mixed-

phase clouds in other regions and other type of clouds.

This specifically refers to mixed-phase statistics in con-

vective clouds, which at the present stage are poorly

studied. Global statistics on the microphysical properties

of mixed-phase clouds are important for the evaluation of

weather and climate models and remote sensing

algorithms.

Most previous studies were focused on the charac-

terization of mixed-phase clouds using the ice water

fraction IWC/(IWC 1 LWC) as a metric. Other mi-

crophysical characteristics have received significantly

less attention. The integral radii of ice particlesNiri and

liquid droplets Nwrw play a fundamental role in the

theory ofmixed-phase clouds [section 3;Eqs. (5-2)–(5-11)].

Future studies should expand upon the characteriza-

tion of mixed-phase clouds and include simultaneous

measurements of integral radii (or the first moment of

particle size distribution) of ice particlesNiri and liquid

droplets Nwrw, as well as of relative humidity RHw,

vertical velocity uz, and extinction coefficient associ-

ated with ice bi and liquid bw. Measurements of these

parameters will help us better understand the direction

and rates of partitioning of water, the maintenance of

and life cycle of the mixed phase, and their radiative

effects.

Examining the spatial inhomogeneity of mixed-phase

clouds at small scales down to 1021m is important for

understanding how cloud regions with pure ice, liquid,

and mixed phase are distributed in space. High-spatial-

resolution (1021m) collocated measurements of RHw

and microphysical parameters are also needed to un-

derstand ice–vapor–liquid interactions. These mea-

surements and improved understanding of the spatial

distribution of ice and liquid are especially important at

the early and final stages of mixed-phase clouds. This

will help us better understand mechanisms of ice initi-

ation, mixing processes of ice and liquid in mixed-phase

clouds, and glaciation. Unfortunately, at present the

characterization of the early and final stages of mixed-

phase clouds is hindered by instrumentation limitations

[sections 4a(i) and 6b].
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The observation of ice initiation in liquid and

mixed-phase clouds is another long-standing problem

within experimental cloud physics. Measurements of

ice crystals at the early stage of their formation and

identification of the mechanisms of their formation

are important for describing the evolution of mixed

phase. The measurement of small ice particles re-

mains an unresolved issue (Baumgardner et al. 2017,

chapter 9). Size distributions of ice particles and their

shapes are key parameters controlling the glacia-

tion of mixed-phase clouds [section 3b; Eqs. (5-5) and

(5-6)].

Turbulence is a driving force for mixing liquid

droplets, ice particles, and water vapor. Local turbu-

lence determines the intensity of entrainment of out-

of-cloud air with its subsequent mixing with the

in-cloud environment. The effect of entrainment and

mixing in mixed-phase clouds is even less understood

and studied than for liquid clouds. Until now no

studies on entrainment and mixing in mixed-phase

clouds have been conducted. Turbulence is also a key

parameter for the maintenance of mixed-phase clouds

(section 3d). Observations of the link between mixed-

phase cloud microphysics for isotropic and non-

isotropic turbulence and its effect on the mixed-phase

longevity is an important task for future measure-

ments. This problem also has practical importance for

aircraft inflight icing.

Quantifying the role of aerosols in the evolution of

mixed-phase clouds is also the subject of ongoing

studies. Concentrations of CCN and ice nucleating

particles (INPs) and mechanisms of their activation

affect the integral radii Niri and Nwrw, which play a

central role in the partitioning of condensed water in

mixed-phase clouds and their evolution and radiation

properties (section 3). Many aspects of the link be-

tween graupel production and CCN concentration re-

main unexamined. Even though there is a general

understanding of how aerosols may affect mixed-phase

clouds, more dedicated studies in this direction are

required.

The effect of the mixed phase on cloud electrification

is probably one of the least understood aspects of mixed-

phase clouds (section 5). Observations of electric fields

in mixed-phase clouds are difficult to make, and at

present they are sparse and not consolidated. Mea-

surements of the electric charges of individual liquid

droplets and ice particles in mixed-phase clouds are not

routinely performed by research aircraft at the present

stage. Such measurements represent a great challenge

for airborne measurements. Without such observations,

the understanding of charge separation will remain

problematic.

b. Instrumental challenges

The major challenge in the microphysical charac-

terization of mixed-phase clouds is to measure si-

multaneously two different types of cloud particles:

ice and liquid, which have concentrations that vary by

several orders of magnitude. Typically, in mixed-phase

clouds, droplet diameters and concentrations range from

1 to 50mm and from 101 to 103 cm23, respectively. Ice

particle sizes and concentrations are prevalent within the

ranges of 1 to 104mm and 1026 to 1 cm23, respectively.

The most complex task is the measurement and segre-

gation of small ice crystals and liquid droplets in the size

ranges of 1 , D , 100mm (Baumgardner et al. 2017,

chapter 9).

Addressing the challenges listed in the previous sec-

tions requires improvements to existing instrumentation

and developing new techniques for phase discrimina-

tion. Below is a list of requirements for the next gener-

ation of airborne instrumentation for characterization of

the mixed phase:

d Improvement in the accuracy of and ability to dis-

criminate between liquid and solid cloud particles

down to the micrometer size range.
d Collocated measurements of water vapor pressure

(e) and static air temperature with spatial resolution

1021m in order to determine local relative humidity

RHw. The targeted accuracy of RHw measurements

is 0.1%.
d Developing the ability to make collocated measure-

ments of RHw and cloudmicrostructure at high spatial

resolution down to 1021-m scale.
d Improving the accuracy of measurements of IWC and

ice particle size distributions in the presence of liquid

droplets. This task requires a better definition of the

instrumental sample area and minimizing the effect of

out-of-focus images on particle sizing.
d Developing a technique for acquiring statistically

significant samples of ice particles with concentrations

as low as Ni ; 1m23 at 1-m spatial resolution.
d Development of new instrumentation for measure-

ments of electric charges on cloud particles.

c. Laboratory studies

Airborne studies do not allow Lagrangian measure-

ments of cloud parcels because of large aircraft true air-

speeds. Suchmeasurementswould address a great number

of questions related to the evolution of the microstructure

and the glaciation process in mixed-phase clouds. How-

ever, laboratory experiments in cloud-simulating facilities

can better address the time evolution of processes that

occur in clouds. Experiments with cloud chamber and
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wind tunnels could help better understand cycling

activation-deactivation of the mixed phase in ice

clouds, which is important for the maintenance of the

mixed phase (section 3d). Cloud chamber experiments

can offer more insight on the collective growth and

interaction of ice particles and liquid droplets. A vital

set of experiments could be set up to study the WBF

process and to compare against theoretical predictions,

looking at the change of humidity, ice growth, and

liquid evaporation. Existing cloud-simulating labora-

tory facilities (e.g., Karlsruhe Institute of Technology

AIDA aerosol and cloud chamber, University of

Manchester Ice Cloud Chamber) have the capability to

address these questions.

One of the important evaluations of the theoretical

framework of mixed-phase thermodynamics would be a

laboratory study of ice particle growth rate under varying

conditions. Thus, Eq. (5-2) was obtained under the as-

sumption that ice particles follow Maxwellian growth and

evaporation. Past laboratory experiments on ice particle

growth were conducted for steady-state environmental

conditions (e.g., Fukuta 1969; Ryan et al. 1976; Fukuta and

Takahashi 1999; and others). However, in real clouds, en-

vironmental conditions (T, RHw) around individual ice

crystals are continuously changing. This will result in

changing the growth regime andmay result in disruption of

the Maxwellian growth. Cloud chamber experiments

could also address a number of questions on the

dynamic forcing and the role of mixing on the

maintenance of the mixed phase.

The greatest single shortcoming in understanding

cloud electrification in general is the lack of in-

formation about liquid water and ice at the molecular

scale in mixed-phase conditions. Even the charge car-

riers involved with the transfer of charge in ice–ice

collisions have not been definitively identified. Methods

used to study the molecular structure of surfaces should

be exploited to investigate the surface structure of ice

when experiencing conditions of both sublimation and

vapor deposition, and with and without riming. In these

considerations, one should not lose sight of the funda-

mental dipole moment of the H2O molecule that is re-

sponsible for charge imbalance at a molecular scale in

both liquid water and solid ice.

In a laboratory context, more attention is needed on

charge separation when ice crystals collide with aggre-

gates (snowflakes). The latter hydrometeors are more

prevalent than graupel in mesoscale convective systems

undergoing ascent at 1m s21 or less, but have not yet

been considered in laboratory experiments. In the

other limit of updraft speed in supercell storms, the

connection between the lightning hole (Krehbiel et al.

2000) and the negative hole in differential reflectivity

(Kaltenboeck andRyzhkov 2013), linked with giant hail,

deserves further study. The roles of 1) cloud-base height

and 2) enhanced CCN in making positive ground flashes

in thunderstorms (Lyons et al. 1998) ingesting forest fire

smoke deserve to be disentangled.

d. Theoretical challenges

The set of equations describing the collective growth

of liquid and ice particles is based on the assumption

that, at each moment of time, all cloud particles are

growing under the same background temperature T and

water vapor pressure e. It means that local fluctuations

of T and e, caused by growing or evaporating cloud

particles, are momentarily homogenized over the entire

cloud volume. This implies that the coefficient of tur-

bulent diffusionKt/‘. This assumption does not seem

realistic. Nevertheless, the assumption about instanta-

neous spatial averaging of T and e fields is used in all

numerical cloud simulations and theoretical consider-

ations of cloudy environments. For mixed-phase clouds,

the problem of collective growth is complicated by the

fact that the concentrations and sizes of ice and liquid

particles are quite different. This results in large dif-

ferences in the characteristic response times of liquid

droplets tpw and of ice particles tpi. Thus, the local rates

of release and depletion of water vapor and temperature

for liquid droplet and ice particles mixed-phase clouds

will be quite different across the mixed-phase cloud

volume. Thus, the local inhomogeneity of the T and e

fields are governed by molecular diffusion inside the

Kolmogorov viscous microscale because of the water

vapor depletion and release by individual droplets and

ice crystals during their growth and evaporation. How-

ever, spatial homogenization of T and e is driven by

isotropic turbulent mixing and regular dynamics in the

inertial subrange. Therefore, the spatial homogeniza-

tion of the T and e fields occurs through viscous to the

inertial subranges. The proof of such a homogenization

and characteristic time scales remains unaddressed both

theoretically and experimentally. Unfortunately, to this

day, there are no theoretical works on the effect of local

fluctuations of T and e on the collective growth of cloud

particles in mixed-phase clouds.

Another theoretical challenge is the identification of

the spatial scale Dxp (section 2c; Fig. 5-2). This issue is

directly linked with the problem of collective growth/

evaporation of ice and liquid particles.

e. Challenges of description of the mixed phase in
climate and cloud resolving models

Mixed-phase clouds are challenging for climate

models to represent. A misrepresentation of mixed-

phase clouds has been found to be responsible for
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large biases in the reflected shortwave radiation over the

Southern Ocean in Cloud Feedback Model Intercom-

parison Project 2 (CFMIP2) models (Bodas-Salcedo

et al. 2014) and for biases in the Arctic wintertime

temperature inversion in many CMIP5 models (Pithan

et al. 2014). Furthermore, low-lying clouds that are

capped by an inversion, such as Arctic mixed-phase

clouds, are often underrepresented in GCMs. This can

be due to the coarse vertical resolution that does not

easily permit the inversion strength to be captured or

to a simple mixed-phase cloud representation in some

climate and numerical weather prediction models that

uses a single prognostic variable to represent cloud

condensate mass. In this representation, the condensate

is separated into fixed liquid and ice fractions depending

on the temperature, and as such this diagnostic repre-

sentation is unable to characterize the observed vari-

ability in liquid and ice partitioning (e.g., mixed-phase

clouds with liquid water in the coldest, uppermost cloud

levels). More commonly, models use separate prognos-

tic variables to represent themass of liquid and ice.Most

cloud resolving models and state-of-the-art climate and

weather forecasting models use double-moment bulk

microphysics schemes that have two prognostic vari-

ables to represent the bulk mass and number concen-

tration of both liquid and ice. This additional complexity

potentially allows cloud microphysics schemes to be

coupled to aerosol modules, and also enables models to

simulate a wider range of observed variability in mixed-

phase cloud properties.

Heterogeneous ice nucleation and secondary ice

production are the key processes that control the ice

crystal number concentration in mixed-phase clouds.

In models, these processes are two of the most

uncertain parameterizations due to limitations in

measurement capabilities of INPs and ice crystal con-

centrations that hinder our understanding of the un-

derlying physical mechanisms (see Heymsfield et al.

2017, chapter 2; Field et al. 2017, chapter 7). Many

modeling studies have demonstrated a high sensitivity

of mixed-phase cloud properties to the ice crystal

number concentration. These results have shown that

high ice number concentrations tend to reduce the

cloud liquid water, which can lead to a rapid glaciation

of the cloud (e.g., Rauber and Tokay 1991; Pinto 1998;

Jiang et al. 2000; Morrison et al. 2003; Fan et al. 2009;

Klein et al. 2009; Lawson and Gettelman 2014;

Ovchinnikov et al. 2014; Lawson et al. 2015).

Once ice has formed, the particle growth rates are

dependent on the assumed ice crystal shapes and sizes.

Uncertainties surrounding the evolution of ice habit

impact the capacitance, ventilation, and drag forces

acting on the particle, and therefore, the vapor depositional

growth and riming rates (e.g., Sulia and Harrington

2011; Fridlind et al. 2012a,b). Improving the simulation

of these ice growth rates is dependent on improving our

knowledge of the distribution and evolution of the ice

mass, shapes, and sizes under a range of temperature

regimes. Simulating the correct ice growth rates and,

therefore, the correct partitioning of liquid and ice wa-

ter, is important for the longevity of persistent mixed-

phase clouds, whichmaintain a delicate balance between

the desiccation of supercooled water through ice growth

and precipitation, and the generation of liquid water by

ascent, radiative cooling, turbulent fluxes, and large-

scale moisture advection.

The phase transitions between water vapor and solid

condensate are important to represent in models be-

cause this process impacts the glaciation times and,

therefore, the cloud lifetimes, optical properties, and

precipitation. However, this is challenging because of

the unresolved temperature and moisture variations

that occur within a model grid box, particularly in

coarse-resolution climate models. Some climate models

include a subgrid distribution of vertical velocity to

model the unresolved supersaturation. One approach is

to calculate a representative vertical velocity, which is

the sum of the grid scale and turbulent velocity, and to

compare that to the velocity required for simultaneous

growth of cloud droplets and ice crystals uz* (Storelvmo

et al. 2008b; Lohmann and Hoose 2009). This is consis-

tent with theoretical considerations (Korolev 2007), but

shifts the problem to an accurate representation of the

vertical velocity.

Another approach is to use the analytic expression for

predicting supercooled water (section 3d) where the

formation of supercooledwater via subgrid turbulence is

treated as an additional source term that is added to the

liquid water and liquid cloud fraction. This has been

applied in a global climate model to improve the fre-

quency of occurrence of supercooled liquid water over

the Southern Ocean (Furtado et al. 2016) (Fig. 5-27).

Increased amounts of liquid-phase cloud lead to en-

hanced shortwave reflection reducing the biases in

this region.

In addition to unresolved supersaturation, knowl-

edge of how ice and liquid are distributed, homoge-

neously (Fig. 5-1a) or inhomogeneously (Fig. 5-1b),

needs to be represented accurately in order to calcu-

late the correct particle growth rates (e.g., Fan et al.

2011). Many models assume a maximum overlap be-

tween the liquid and ice cloud fractions, which results

in the maximum amount of supercooled liquid water

depletion through the WBF process (e.g., Gettelman

et al. 2010). These characterizations of the horizontal

and vertical distribution of temperature, moisture,
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and cloud liquid and ice are difficult to obtain because

of the mismatch in scales between the models and the

measurements.

The above description of cloud parameterizations is

applicable for cloud-resolving models and for the

stratiform clouds in coarse-resolution models such as

climate models. The representation of convective

mixed-phase clouds in climate models depends on the

assumptions about the phase changes that occur in the

parameterized convective plume. The microphysical

detail in convection schemes is usually quite crude,

with the phase of the convective condensate specified

as a function of temperature. Kay et al. (2016) made

simple adjustments to increase the amount of water

and reduce the amount of ice detrained from shallow

convective mixed-phase clouds in a climate model and

found a reduction in the errors in radiative flux over

the midlatitudes of the Southern Ocean. Greater un-

derstanding of the initiation and evolution of ice in

convective updrafts [e.g., the in-situ study of Lawson

et al. (2015)] is required to be able to more accurately

represent the phase partitioning in cumulus convec-

tion schemes.

In terms of climate change, Tan et al. (2016) showed

that an underrepresentation of the fraction of super-

cooled liquid water in mixed-phase clouds leads to the

overly large negative cloud phase feedback in response

to doubling of CO2 and thus underestimates the tem-

perature in a 2xCO2 climate.

Despite the limited amount of in situ observations,

climate models have tried to quantify the climate

forcing caused by aerosol indirect effects in mixed-

phase clouds. Using different representations of

aerosol effects in the ECHAM5-HAM model (Hoose

et al. 2008), Lohmann and Hoose (2009) showed dif-

ferent representations of indirect effects could affect

the top of the atmosphere radiation by up to

0.5Wm22. Storelvmo et al. (2008a) found that de-

pending on the freezing mechanism, the overall

aerosol indirect effect in mixed-phase clouds could be

reduced by 50%–90%. But, although an increase in

ice nucleating particles leads to a decreased lifetime,

the smaller particle sizes reflect more solar radiation

that partially compensates this effect (Storelvmo

et al. 2011). To refine these estimates of mixed-phase

indirect effects, additional details about the hetero-

geneous freezing mechanism and ice nucleating par-

ticles are sorely needed.

How mixed-phase clouds respond to anthropogenic

aerosol perturbations is still unknown. If the number

of ice nucleating particles and ice crystals increases, uz*

[Eq. (5-8)] would increase and mixed-phase clouds

would glaciate more easily (called the glaciation in-

direct effect; Lohmann 2002). On the contrary, if

more ice nuclei were coated by anthropogenic acids

(sulfuric acid or nitric acid), their ability to act as INPs

would be reduced. This would result in fewer ice

crystals that can grow to larger sizes and sediment

faster. This deactivation effect was suggested to

play an important role for the persistence of Arctic

mixed-phase clouds (Girard et al. 2013) and seems

to dominate over the glaciation indirect effect in

global climate models (Storelvmo et al. 2008a; Hoose

et al. 2008).

Decreasing snowfall rates with increasing anthro-

pogenic aerosol loads have been observed in the

Rocky Mountains (Borys et al. 2000, 2003) and are

caused by a reduction in the collision efficiency of

snowflakes with cloud droplets that reduced the rim-

ing rate. As riming leads to efficient precipitation

formation, a retardation of riming prolongs the de-

velopment of precipitation to the extent that it can

affect the total orographic precipitation budget

(Hobbs et al. 1973). In a comparison of different nu-

merical models, a decrease in riming was not a robust

result, and an increase in aerosols does not necessarily

lead to a reduction in precipitation (Muhlbauer et al.

2010). This is because the effect of anthropogenic

aerosols on cloud microphysics and orographic pre-

cipitation strongly depends on the large-scale dy-

namics, cloud dynamics, and the description of aerosol

and cloud microphysics in models (e.g., Lynn et al.

2007; Muhlbauer and Lohmann 2009; Lohmann et al.

2016; Fan et al. 2016).

The challenges outlined above formodelingmixed-phase

clouds are due to the complicated microphysical and

FIG. 5-27. The 20-yr TOA outgoing shortwave flux (Wm22) for

December–February from the low-resolution (N96L70) climate

simulations. Difference between the experiment with the subgrid

turbulent production of liquid water and control models. This

shows that the increase in liquid water in clouds over the Southern

Ocean leads to an increase in outgoing shortwave flux. [From

Furtado et al. (2016).]
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dynamical interactions that affect the phase-partitioning

and glaciation time in these clouds. Uncertainties due to

ice initiation, ice particle sizes and shapes, scales of at-

mospheric variability, and the horizontal and vertical

distribution of liquid and ice within clouds limit our

ability to accurately model the precipitation and radia-

tive effects of mixed-phase clouds. Given the ubiquitous

nature of mixed-phase clouds and their importance in

weather and climate, it is important to increase our un-

derstanding of these uncertainties through improved

measurements to represent these clouds more reliably in

atmospheric models.

7. Conclusions

a. Conceptual model of the mixed phase in different
types of clouds

It is well established that in-cloud dynamics are

closely related to the type of clouds. Since dynamic

forcing plays an important role in the formation and

maintenance of mixed-phase conditions, it is anticipated

that spatial, temporal, and microphysical properties of

mixed-phase clouds will also be related to cloud type.

Figure 5-28 shows conceptual diagrams of mixed-

phase formation in different types of clouds. In lee-

wave clouds, mixed-phase conditions form in the upwind

section of the cloud as a result of droplet formation, ice

initiation on INP, and droplet freezing (Baker and

Lawson 2006; Field et al. 2012) (Fig. 5-28a). The glaci-

ation of the mixed phase occurs downwind via the WBF

process. The flow is laminar and no recirculation of ice

takes place in wave clouds.

In deep frontal ice clouds, the formation of ice may

occur through dynamic forcing resulting from Kelvin–

Helmholtz instability (Fig. 5-28b). In this case, the

mixed phase forms as a result of activation of liquid

droplets inside the preexisting ice cloud, and the role

of INPs likely has a limited effect on the formation of

the mixed phase. The embedded mixed-phase layer

may persist as long as the turbulence is maintained

(Hill et al. 2014; Field et al. 2014). However, the life-

time of individual mixed-phase parcels is determined

by the characteristic time for turbulent eddy turnover

and may be limited by 10–20min. Persistent turbu-

lence may maintain activation of liquid in ice-only

cloud parcels (uz . uz*), whereas mixed-phase parcels

turn into ice only, when the WBF process is active

(uz , uz*; section 3c). This process may potentially

maintain a steady-state mixed phase over the volume

affected by turbulence.

Persistent boundary layer mixed-phase clouds

(Fig. 5-28c) form as a balance between dynamic forcing

resulting from the boundary layer circulation, radiative

cooling from the cloud top, ice nucleation, and ice pre-

cipitating out of the cloud (e.g., Ovchinnikov et al.

2011; Solomon et al. 2014). Liquid droplets go through

cycling nucleation and evaporation at the cloud base.

Circulating ice, undergoing cycling growth and evapora-

tion, plays an important role in the maintenance of the

mixed phase (Korolev and Field 2008; H. Morrison et al.

2011). The characteristic lifetime of mixed-phase parcels

inside the cloud layer usually does not exceed 10–15min,

whereas the boundary mixed-phase layers may persist

for hours or even days. The WBF process is thought to

be active in approximately half of the mixed-phase cloud

volume.

The dynamic forcing plays a key role in the main-

tenance of the mixed phase in convective clouds

(Fig. 5-28d). Ice multiplication may be significant in the

formation of ice in convective clouds (Field et al. 2017,

chapter 7). Recirculation of ice may also contribute in

the formation of the mixed-phase microstructure. Re-

cent studies suggest that INPs have a limited role in the

initiation of ice in deep convective storms (Ladino et al.

2017). The lifetime of mixed-phase parcels depends on

the vertical velocity, ice concentration, and initial

LWC. If the vertical velocity is high enough (i.e., uz .
uz*, section 3c), then the WBF will not be activated and

the mixed-phase parcels will be glaciated only after

reaching the temperature of homogeneous freezing

(Korolev 2007). For moderate vertical velocities, the

WBF process may become active, and the character-

istic lifetime of the mixed phase will then be de-

termined by Eq. (5-6) (Pinsky et al. 2014).

The above examples demonstrate a multiplicity of

mechanisms of mixed-phase formation and mainte-

nance in different types of clouds.

b. Future outlook for studies of mixed-phase clouds

Liquid–ice-phase instability in tropospheric clouds has a

significant impact on the global radiation balance, on the

hydrological cycle, and on the global electrical circuit. Ac-

cordingly, an accurate description of mixed-phase clouds in

numerical simulations is required for the improvement of

numerical weather prediction and climate models. Yet the

current status of our knowledge on droplet-ice interaction

in mixed-phase cloud systems is far from complete. Given

this chapter’s overview of the research and measurement

approaches, advancements, and research gaps within

mixed-phase cloud investigations, it is our recommen-

dation that future studies of mixed-phase clouds focus on

the following directions:

1) Obtaining statistics of microphysical properties from

in situ, remote sensing, and satellite measurements

on a global scale. These statistics should include ice
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fraction mice for different a metrics (e.g., integral

radius, extinction, and mass) and occurrences in

different types of clouds in diverse climatic regions

at varying altitudes and temperatures.

2) Validating remote sensing and satellite techniques,

specifically, their ability to identify the mixed phase,

with the help of in situ measurements. Statistical data

on the mixed phase (point 1 above) may be used as a

part of this validation.

3) Developing new laboratory experiments in cloud

chambers and wind tunnels to study mixed-phase

clouds. Experimental confirmation of the developed

theoretical framework of mixed-phase clouds.

4) Consolidating theoretical efforts to study the behav-

ior of three-phase colloidal systems.

5) Developing new laboratory experiments and collect

in situ observations on the effect of the mixed phase

on charge separation and cloud electrification.

6) Improved understanding of ice initiation, ice sizes,

scales of atmospheric variability, and the horizontal

and vertical distribution of liquid and ice within

clouds will enable more accurate modeling of

mixed-phase clouds.
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